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The Making of a Memory-

began last summer when-

then2

notebooks and pens replaced suntan lotionreplacing cut-offs became a necessity-

Seniors came in the raw for portraits-

Before we knew it3

and giving the community kids a carnival4

superintendents with Christmas
treats-

but-let's
back up a bitwe're making
you this
memory
andand some entertained themselves.
5

here's how we do it-

Then 6

focused in on you-

In This Order
enior
ctivitie
Organizations
Sports
People
d

and packed the final copy.
7
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a but n
n) good that I c n do
Let me do it no\\,
thi \\a)' again
or I'll ne er p

friend,
tanned
you

a h

I
let

n

I never see ts a)
ay , a1n.
f'II never pa thi
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.

IS

President- Jim Dale
Shauna Baker
V1ce-Pres1dent
uzanne Hall
ecretary
Treasur er Terry Cole
Reporte r Cindy Glaser

To m BH

mean pnd

B thi

I mean m the

h I ind the tudent bod

Meh
aron

Jeff
kers

Jay

m tutz

Jon

Am tutz

tepham
nder on

BHS ha meant a ot of clo c relationships good friends, and changes

Dean
Bailey

in

Valene
Bailey

Debbie
Ball

Shauna
Baker

Homer
Barker

my life and a big help to me.

Karen
Barne

BH '

a place where I\ e a1.:compli hed ta k

Gib

Bob

Barrow

Beaird

M1tchell
Bennett

4

I never thought I could do

J n1,

s

nd

r

Debb·e

Anita

Beall

Bennett

Abee
Berryb1l1

16

enior pride is having the whole cla

land up and work together for the benefit of the whole ' Choo!.

Byrd

Milton
Brown

he1la
Byrd

Larry
Call

Scott
Caldwell

Martha
Cameron

Bobby
Campbell

'hc1la

BH

I

together at the same time.
importa nt becau e it' the la t place I'll ever be able to ee all my friend

Luttre 1

Judy
Campbell

Charles
Cashion

Dale
Clark

If you've gotta do it, do it in comfort!
18

Lynn

BH

mean a lot of memorie , a lot of fun.-

lay J uch

Kelley
Clark

John
Collin

Terry
ole

Donald
Coonrod

Joe
Cooper

Dale
Crutcher

19

BH

1

a memory that \\'ill last throughout your life.-l arr}

Srrnth

Jerry
Curry

Lou

Penny
Davi

ell
Davi

Bobby
Deal

20

Jim
Dale

LeeAnn
Donahoe

BH
me.

ha. meant a lot of close relationships, a lot of good friend , a lot of changes
< ha rh \1anhart

Alvis
Dunlap

my life, and a big help to

Vickey
Easley

Steve
Elk

Kathy
Ellis

in

Claude
Elliott

Le a
Emerson

2I

night football games; all the
BHS 1 remembering all those mornings in band; marching and practicing for Friday
hours we put in for conte t, and the fun I had twirling- Jamee Sanders

Bill
Floyd

Clay
Fitch

Joe
Frazier

Richard
Foster

Kenny
Fry

22

Kim
Garrison

To me, BH

mean

pride. By thi

I mean pride in the chool and the tudent body.

I ou

ell Davi

Cind
Gia er

Iara
Gibbs

Monty
Hackney

Jeff
Green

Beth
Hale

Suzanne
Hall
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My happ1e t moment during my enior year was when I got my senior ring. -Trena Ridley

John
Harvey

Lynn
Haye

T. C.
Henson

Lori
Holman

24

Glen
Haye

Craig
Hooks

BH has been a great chool to go to for it ha a lot of pirit and it
everyone. - Sharon Vc,t

Debbie
Holland

Robin
Houghland

Johnny
Hubbert

Billy
Jone

ju t mall enough to where you know

Lee
John ton

cott
Just!

BHS is a place for learning, growing, making friends, and experiencing the different stages of growing up.Miller

Karen
Kavanaugh

Leslie
Kasper

Jim
Knickerbocker

Ben
Lawrence

26

Dean
Lackey

Lorna
Leslie

Tina

, and beginnin g the re t of your life to
Graduat ion mean leaving the routine you have followed for twelve year
do what you·ve alway planned to do. -Lorna l.eshe

Lynn
Luttrell

Beth
London

Duke
McCalm an

Leeann
McAnal ly

DeQuita
McDona ld

Charlie
Manhar t

27

BH I a place \\,here you have to work to earn what you want.
make 1t hard. -Jeanette tephen,

othing is given to anyone. It' only hard if you

arl
Ma on

Tina
Miller

Janet
May

Tom
Miller

Delma
Mills

Ce ar
Mora Bowen

BH
\1 r

friends and be with them .
is a place to get an education , a place to get to know people and a place to gain
la I r

Jeff
Morgan

R.

Dana
Birdwell
Morri

ptril '79'.

Lainia
Morri

Jerry
Morri on

29

I have been to a lot of schools in my days. BHS was my choice to graduate from. We have a good tudent body
We have plenty of school spirit.- Vane a O'Donnell

Charle
ace

Billy
Munger

Darla
eal

Vanessa
O'Donnell

30

Stan
elms

Kathy
Owen

BH

1

in it.- Monty Hackney
the title of my chool and I will alway rememb er it and the people

Randy
Peeler

Tommy
Owen

Donna
Phillip

Vickie
Peter

Sam
Poliako ff

Billy
Pringle

31

BH

mean a place of opportunity to learn the skill or trade that you want.- Beth Hasten

Frank
Ra)ford

Larry
Richardson

Lisa
Reamer

Trena
Ridley

Jeff
Robbins

Wesley
Roberts

To me, graduation means one of the final achievements in one's life. Twelve years of hard work finally paid off
for a diploma that shows that you've struggled through the Bonham Independent chool District.- cott Caldwell

Janice
Sanders

Judy
Ru ell

Brad
Sanford

Myle
Shockley

Only 30 more minutes till unn e!

BH

omething I am proud of a a student and a great chool that is the be t.

Robbie
hrum

Donna
imp on

Joe
Smith

Stephani
Snead

34

- B1ll Jones

Larry
Smith

Evelyn
Standifer

My happiest moment during my enior year was the first pep rally when I found myself in the
realized that this wa actually my last and best year of high school.-Kathy Owen

Jeanette
Stephens

emor stands and

Johnny
Stephens

Ricky
Swindell

Robert
Stephens

Mark
Taylor

Kim
Thomas

35

BH mean a lot of people that love their chool. It is being together m pirit. There
feel it. To me, 1t i just a united chool. Leann Donohoe

Janet
Thoma on

Beth
Towery

Jim
Thrasher

Karel
Towery

Kenneth
Vaughn

36

o much at time you can

Cheri
Veldman

Graduation mean

that I can look back and ay, "l made it."

harl

ace

Steve
Wage

haron
Vet

Kathy
Wat in

Connie
Walls

Frank
Welch

Charles
Whaley

BH

mean

getting to know people and having friend . Learning different trade . Becoming omeone. - Meh a

sron

Darryl
White

Ronny
White

Julie
Wilhelmi

Kristi
Williams

38

Jeff
William

Craig
Winter

BH

is filled with good time and bad time , but they are memorie

I will always cherish.- Li ·

Reamer

Jeff
Woodruf f

Roy
Wix

Timmy
Wyatt

Why me!

Graduati on 1 like reincarna tion, it
is the end of one life and the
Tim
another .of
beginning
Hennigan

Occi ion , dcc1 10n , deci ion !

9

Senior

F
a
V
0

r
•

1

t
e
s

Bill Pringle
Leann Donahoe
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Top Three
Graduates
Ach ieve
Goals
Honor Graduates
Thi year top three graduate are,
Bob Beird, Valedicto rian, John
Leeann
Salutatori an,
Collins,
e three
The
McAnall)', Third High.
graduates have shown outstandin g
qualit1e of leader hip, cholarship,
and achievement all of which are
integral parts of a high chool
education and of well rounded
personalitie . The spirit of excellence
imbedded m their heart will be
reached in every thing that they
attain.

.....

Being Bonhi'!> Valedictorian wa a great honor and a great e perience that
will lead to alot of future ucce
Bob Beaird
To me Salutatori an 1 being able to look more forward to the future becau e
it can open door for you.

It wa a great honor to be 3rd
in the cla becau e it will help me
in college and in the year to
come.
LeeAnn Mc nally

John Collin
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''Fiddler On
the
Roof'' Plays
Bonhi's First
Extended Run
One half of the Chorus

Scott Caldwell, Jeff Woodruff, and Joe Smith.
The play wa directed by Mr. Phillip
eawell with mu ical director Mrs. Judy
Warren. They each spent many long hours
along with the re t of the cast and crew
preparing for opening night. Despite the
rainstorm that came just at arrival time for
the play, the performance wa a definite
ucce , with the audience asking for more.
So on the following Thursday evening, the
cla gave their final performance.
Half of Choru

42

Kathy Owen

John Hubbert

enior cla
The 1979 Bonh1
proudly performed "Fiddler on the
enior cla
their
Roof' a
production.
"Fiddler on the Roof' i the story
of a poor Jewi h dairyman and hi
family in the mall village of
Anatevka. It take place in 1905, on
the eve of the Ru ian revolutionary
period.
The tory began by etting the
pace with "Tradition ," which tells
the Part that tradition doe play in
each of the characters live . The e
main character were a follow :
Tevye-Jo e mith; Golde- Kathy
Ellis; Tzeitel Kathy Owen, HodelKim Thoma ; Chava Martha
ameron; Yente- tephani Anderon, \fotel John Hubbert; Perch1k cott Caldwell; Lazar Wolf-Bil ly
Pringle; Rabbi Craig Hook ;
Ball;
Fruma- arah-Deb bie
Fyedka-J 1m Knickerbocker; The
Fiddler-L ee John ton.
Scott Caldwell, Kim Thoma , Joe

m1th, Martha Cameron, and Leann McAnally.

Sabbath Prayer

Kathy "Golde" Ellis and
Ander on

tephani "Yente"

Kim Thomas and Joe Smith

'79 Seniors
Present "Fiddler
On the Roof"
The enior cla of 1979 pre ented
"Fiddler on the Roor• on May 3 and
4 and 10. Behind the cene of the
performance were the stage crew:
Ben Lawrence, Jim Dale, Lynn
Luttrell,
hauna Baker, Bobby
Campbell, Clay Fitch, Valerie
Bailey, tephani Snead, and Cheri
Veldman.
sistant director was
Lon Holman.

Jay
mstutz, Clay Fitch,
lighting.

hauna Baker, Tracy Brady, & Bobby Campbell did the

Stanna Knezevic, Kathy Watkins, Janet Thomason, & Janice Sanders served as hostess.

Musician were Linda Garrett, Debbie Seawell, Judy Warren, and Susan Flowers.

Martha Cameron, Kathy Owen, and Kim Thomas sing of their plight with the
matchmaker.

Kathy Ellis, John Hubbert, and Kathy
Owen.

Jr.-Sr.

•

•

•

A Memory to Cherish

Ke,·in Barne . Beverly Call, and Tina Pol ton attempt to put more pamt on the ign than
on themselve .

Cheryl Hilger steadies her steps.

The thrill of decorating.

Even the teachers got in the act.

Bill Gore and Jeff Caldwell exchange meaningful glances.

Kathy Owen. Vegas showgirl, entertain at the Prom.

anette MacConnell,
President,
Jr. Cla
to the banquet.
wclcomtl> the enior cl

Belinda Baker and David
themselves

Feagan got away from

Braums long enough to enjoy

''The Long and Winding Road ''

Memorie . . . They were created
in the hearts of tho e who attended
the Bonham Junior- emor Banquet
on May 5, 1979. The main theme,
The Long and Winding Road,
symbolized the walk of life which the
seniors will travel soon. The junior ,
embarking on a similar journey, are
advancing to accept the new responsibilities of Seniority. The gym
theme, The Last Dance, was conceived with the eniors in mind.
Being graduate , this i their final
celebration with their underclassmen
. . . Keep ake to cherish forever.

Stan Baker and Judy Campbell take a rest from the disco ccne.
4

The sponsors were really excited about attending.

Robbie Shrum and Ronnie Landers enjoy a quiet moment.

T . Moore dance the night away.

Senior Day at
Lake Murray
.
Provides Fun 1n
The Sun
May 23, 1979 was the day that
approximately 110 Bonhi senior
invaded Lake Murray in Oklahoma
for a celebration of their upcoming
graduation. Paddle-boating, volleyball, w1mming, horseback riding,
and many other activities occupied
the students time. That is until about
7:00 that night when it was time to
eat barbeque and end the day.
Karen Barnes & Vickie Peters were just two of about 110 kids that enjoyed Sr Day at Lalce
Murray.

Judy Campbell takes in the sun and the fun .
Paddle-boating was the
popular sport of the day,
says Suzanne Hall &
Lainia Morris.
Kim Thomas awaits
someone to play cards
with her.

50

Stephani Anderson quenches her thirst.

Dean Lackey exhibits the fine art of shooting pool.

Billy Pringle
orbit.

send

the

volleyball

into

John Hubbert absorbs the ray .

"I'll drink to that," says Ben Lawrence.

The Srs. of
'79

Were Here

----

I have attained a goal in life.
With a en e of accompli hment
I celebrate M) Graduation
from Bonham High chool
Frida) evening, !\1ay t"'ent}"lifth
meteen hundred eventy-n ne
at e ght o'clock, Warrior ·tadium
~a) I hare m) jo) of achievement with
)OU .

Milton Brown,

Mr

lvi

Dunlap, T.C . Hen on, & Frank Rayford .

Snead trie to help Donna Blevins get her head on straight.

May 25th wa a very important
date for 156 Bonhi enior . It wa
graduation day For twelve year ,
thi wa the day everyone dreamed
of but didn't think would ever really
come. The graduation exerc1 e for
the cla of '79 wa no ordinary one.
It wa hilariou . When it came time
to ing the school song, no one was
together. While walking aero the
tage to get our diplomas, the
microphone got knocked over. This
long awaited day had come, and we
became Bonhi exe .

After 12 long year , the

enior of '79 finally march into their graduation .

Larry Call, after 12 years of education, still had a hard time figuring out how those gowns
work.

Jerry Curry and Joe Smith

Scholarships
& Awards

Lynn Hayes accepts his diploma from board members Joy Owen

Kathy Ellis &
tears .

uzanne

1sk shed a few

& Ray Ashlock.

Frank Welch

WILLIAM
H.
DA FORTH
AW ARD: Terry Cole and Jim
Knickerbocker.
VOE: Janice ander .
YOU G LIFE: Kathy Ellis.
RODEO CLUB: Valerie Bailey and
Steve Wage.
IT A: Kathy Ellis.
HOME ECO OMICS: Suzanne
Hall.
A
IE
UE OATES: Johnny
Hubbert and Lori Holman.
BA D BOOSTERS: Clara Gibb .
KIW A IS
CLUB:
Robbie
hrum.
ROTARY CLUB BEST CITIZE :
John Hubbert.
ROTARY CLUB: Martha Cameron
and Leeann McAnally.
LIO S CLUB: Karol Towery and
Jim Dale.
PECIAL
ERVICE AWARD:
Lori Holman.
SPA ISH
AW ARD:
Robert
Beaird.
PT A: Tom Miller.
PROGRE IVE CITIZE
: Alv1
Dunlap and Milton Brown.
53

Graduation-An
Ending and a
Beginning
Looking back on the la t twelve
year • each of u ha memone we
will alway cheri h. That part of our
life ha come to a halt. But now we
can look on to bigger and better
thing • for th1 day called Graduation erve a a beginning a well
Good Luck!

Mitchell Bennett

haron Ve t
Burnett.

and

Board

member

Milton Brown

John

Leeann McAnally & Mr. Campbell.

Kathy Elli and Kelli Taylor.

Frank Welch and Jeff Green.
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I

The Senior Cla s of 1979!
1979
HO OR GRAD ATES

Am tutz, Jay
Amstutz, Jon
Anderson, S
Beaird, R.
Bird R
Blevm, D.
Call, L.
Cole, T.
Collin, J.
Dale, J.
Ellis, K .
Gibb, C.

Holman, L.
Hubbert, J.
London, 8.
McAnally, L.
Pringle B
Reamer, L
nead,
Thoma. K
Towery, K.
Veldman, C.
Vest, S
Watkin, K.

Jim Dale receives Lions Club scholarship.

Valene Bailey
John Collins
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A RO . . \1ELI
)Car , \.iarch of Dime
winner, enior year
pani h Club,
D \1 , BRE T
2 )Cars; tudent Council, 2 years;
FF . 2 year . Football, 4 year ;
Ba ·eball, 3 years; Track, 3 year ;
enior
ward,
cal per
Football
\ear, Who' · Who, enior year
lub, 3
K R , J FF Rodeo
,
)ears, Young Life, 2 year ; VI
I year, FF , 3 year ; Ba ketball, 2
)Cars; Track, I year.
M TUTZ, J Y- Junior Hi tortan , 4 year , pani h Club, 4 year ;
Young Life, 4 year , ciencc Club,
2 year
Young Life, 4
\.1 TUTZ, JO
year , pant h Club.
T PH . I - IL
DER O .
place; Exchang e
2nd
writing,
Read\
tudent to Germany , Junior year;
FH , 2 year
Choir, I year.
Young Life;
B ILEY, DE
ICT; Rod Club.
Rodeo Club,
LERI
B ILEY,
4 year ; FF , 3 year ; Ba ketball, 4
year : Trac . 2 year ; Greenha nd
ward, Fre hman year; Chapter
Farmer ward, ophomor e year.
FF • 3
HA . B KER,
year . FH . I year; Rodeo l_ub, 3
Vice-pre 1dent;
)ear . enior cla
11- chool favorite, enior year.
B LL, DEBBIE- FHA, 3 year ;
Choir, 2 year ; Junior Hi torian • l
year, Young Life, 2 year ; Honorable \,fention One- ct Play, enior
year.
4
BARKE R, HOMER FF

erv1ce

, K R

Pre 1dent;
la
ward
?? F? FH • 3

year .
B RROW, GIB - Football, 4 year ,
Honorab le
Ba eball, 3 year ;
Mention Ba eball II-Di trict, Junior year, Ba eball Mo t aluable
.
Player. enior year
c1ence
BE IRD, BOB-Ba nd,
Club; Spani h Club Pre ident; H ;
Tenni · Who' Who; IL I t place
IL l t place in
title Rule;
10
c1ence; IL 3rd place 10 umber
en e; Valedicto rian, enior year.
BE LL, DEBBI E- tudent Counc1l, l year; Young Life, I year:
pani h Club, l year; FT , I year:
Horizon Club, I year.
pIT -FH ;
TT,
BE
ward Bounder of the Year; OE .
TT, MITCH ELL
BE.
BERRY HILL, ALIC - FHA, 3
0 ,
year ; Young Life, 2 year ,
I year; OEA, 1 year; FT A, l year;
Volleyba ll, 2 year ; Office A 1 tant, l year
FT A, 2 year ;
BIRD, R
3 year ; Rodeo Club, 1 year;
FH
Young Life, 3 year ; Junior Hi_ torian , 2 year ; tudent Council, 3
year ; H , 2 year ; Cheerlea der,
2 years; chool pirit Award, Junior
year.
tudent
DO
,
BLEVJ
H • 2 year ;
Council, 4 year •
FT A, I year; Junior Ht tonan , 4
year ; Junior Cla Reporter ; Young
Life, 4 year ; FHA, 2 year ;
ou hatta, I year; Totem Poll,_ 2
years; chool pirit Award, Jun_1or
year; Intere t and Cooperat ion
Award.
BR DY, TRACY -FH ;OE ,
Athletics ;
Girl's
Club;
Rodeo

H

BRIA , BEYERL Y
Choir, I year;
• JERRI
BRIA
2 year .
DE,
;
year
2
ll,
Volleyba
KE, K VI
BRO O
ecreVI
BROW , MILTO
tary, Junior year; Football, 4 year ;
ophomor e year;
hief Warham ,

FH , 2 year , FC , I year; Football
ward, Junior year ; Mo t
Brave
aluable Track ter, enior )Car.
BYRD, H ILA Young Life, 2
)Car , FH • 3 year • Junio~ Hi tors1stant, I
ians, 3 year ; Office
id, I year.
)Car, Library
OTT - FT , I
C LDW LL,
Drafting lub,
,
year
2
,
FH
)Car,
I year, Young Life, 4 years, tudent
ouncil, 4 year ; Junior Hi tonan ,
2 year ; Totem Poll, 3 years; Totem
, I
Poll ditor, enior year; F
H , I year; Ba ketball, .4
year;
year , c1ence Club, I year; W~o
avonte;
Who, 2 year ; Junior la
IL 2nd place feature writing; IL
3rd place editorial writing.
LL, L RRY Young Life, I
year, Band, 4 year , Junior Hi tor1an , I year; FT , 2 year ; One- ct
Pia), I year, Who' Who, I year.
C MERO. , MARTH - FHA, I
year; tudent ouncil, I year; ~unior
Hi tonan . I year, Young Life, 2
year ; Choir, 4 year ; Volleyba ll, 3
year .
C MPBELL , BOBBY -Key Club;
FF , Rod Club; cience Club.
C MPB LL, JUDY - FH ; Horizon Club; Junior Hi torian ; Who'
Ee
Home
Out tanding
Who,
tudent.
IC .
HIO , CH RLE
C
tudent of
Health Occupati on
menca, trea urer
, 4 year ;
CL RK, D LE- F
, 2 year
VI
. 2
CL RK, K LL Y VI
year , FH , I year; Young Life, I
conte t Honorab le
year; VI
.
\.iention, Junior year
tudent ounc1l,
COLE, TERRY
4 year ; Young Life, 4 year ; Junior
Hi tonan • 4 years; FHA, I year;
t.; Library A st.; VolleyOffice
ball, 4 year ; cience Club, l year;
Volleyba ll I t team all-zone, 3 year :
Mot Valuable Volleyba ll player,
enior year.
COLLI S, JOH - cience Club
Pre ident, 2 year ; IL lide rule,
cience, and number en e, 2 year ;
H , 2 year ; Who' Who.

COO ROD, DO ALO
Key
JOE YI
COOP R,
Club
DAL - FFA;
CRUTCHER,
Who's Who
I T
JERRY I T;
RRY,
Reporter; FF A
D LE, JIM Key Club, 3 year ;
lub, 2 year , Drafting
cience
H ,
Club, 2 years; FCA, I year,
II- chool Favorite, \fr
2 year-;
BH , enior Class Pre ident
LL - FHA, 4
D VI , LO
year , FT , I year; Young Life, 2
year , Library Aid, 2 year ; Choir,
I year, Junior Historian , I year.
Y VOE; 0 A .
D Vl , PE
DEAL, BOBBY Drafting lub, 2
year ; ICT, 2 years; VICA, 2
year .
Young
HOE, LEEA
DO
Life, 2 years; YICA, 2 years; FHA,
3 year ; tudent Council, I year;
Library Aid, 2 year ; enior Cla
Favorite.
DU LAP, ALYIS-YICA , 2 year;
FHA, 4 year ; Upward Bound, 3
years; Upward Bound Student of the
Year, ophomore year; Mr. E quire
ward, Junior Year.
EASLEY, VICKEY FH , 3
years; DE, I year.
ELK, STEVE-FF A, 4 year ;
H , Who's Who;
Rodeo Club;
Lone Star Farmer Degree, Junior
year; Star Greenhand Farmer,
Ba ketball, 2
Freshman year;
years.
ELLIOTT, CLAUDE DE, enior
year.
ELLI , KA THY-Junior Historians, 4 years; Young Life, 4 year ;
FTA, 2 year; pani h Club, 3 year;
tudent Council, 3 year ; Junior
Class ecretary; Totem Poll, I year;
Debate team, 2 year ; . H , 2 year ;
chool erv1ce Award, Junior year;
Volleyball, 3 year ; Who' Who, 2
year .
EMER O , LE A OEA, enior
year; FHA, ophomore year; YOE,
enior year
FITCH, CLAY FF , 2 year ; Rod
Club, 2 year ; Key Club, 3 year ;
tudent Council, I year; pani h
Club, 2 year ; Drafting Club, I
year.
pani h Club;
FLOYD, BILLFT ; Young Life; cience Club;
All-Di trict Defensive and Offensive
Tackle; Brave Award; Lineman
ward.
FO TER, RICHARD
FRAZIER, JOE-VICA; FTA.
Y Key Club, FF
FRY, KE
KIM- DEC
GARRISO ,
FHA.
GIBB , CLARA Band, 4 year ;
Ch01r, I year; FHA, 3 years; Young

Life, 2 year ; All-Region band, 2
years, 'HS, I year; John Philip
ousa Award, enior Year.
G LA ER, Cl DY~Tenni , I year;
Track, 2 year ; Ba ketball,4 year ;
Young Life, 4 years; All-District 2nd
team Ba ketball, 3 year ; Most
Valuable Basketball Player, Senior
IL tate Typing Finalist;
year;
Who' Who, 2 years.
GREE , JEFF Drafting Club;
F A; Football; Track.
MO TY FFA;
HACK. EV,
ICT; VICA Club
HALE, BETH
E -FHA, 3
HALL, S ZA
ViceClass
Fre hman
year ;
pre 1dent, Young Life, 3 year ; FT A,
2 years; Junior Cla s vice-pre ident,
OEA, I year; enior cla secretary;
Office A st., junior year.
Upward Bound
HARVEY, JOH

v1ce-pres1dent,

FHA.
HAYE, GLE

year;

VICA;

Young Life, 4
years
tudent Council, 2 years; Drafting
Club, 2 year ; Tenni , 3 year ;
Ba ketball, 4 year ; Who's Who.
- Key Club, 3
H YE , LY
year ; Rod Club, 3 year ; Young
Life, I year.
O , T.C.-Upward Bound;
HE
FH.
, LORI-Cou hatta, 4
HOLM
enior
years; Coushatta Editor,
tudent Council, 4 year ;
year;
Junior Hi torian , 4 year ; Young
Life, 4 years; DAR Good Citizen,
enior year; chool pirit ward,
Junior year; Intere t and Cooperation Award, enior year; Outstandenior year;
tudent,
ing Civic
Debate team, 2 year ; pani h Club,
2 year ; FH , I year; FTA, I
year.
tudent CounHOOK , CR IG
cil, 2 year ; Young Life, 4 year ;
Drafting Club, 2 year ; Totem Poll,
I year; FCA, I year; Basketball, 4
year ; Tenni , 4 year ; Football, I
year; Who' Who, I year; Most
enior
Player,
Valuable Tenni
year.

DEBBIE-VIC A,
HOLLA D,
enior year
FHA, I
HO GHLA D, ROBI
year; VICA, I year; Young Life, 3
year ; Who's Who, 2 years.
Junior HistorH BBERT, JOH
ians, 4 years; Young Life, 4 years;
Cou hatta, 3 years; Coushatta Asst.
Editor, enior year; H , 2 years;
FT A, I year; Spanish Club, 2 year ;
Pre 1dent; Who'
Fre. hman Cla
Who, 2 years.
TO , LEE- panish Club;
JOH
Drafting Club; FHA; YICA; Young
Life; Key Club; Key Club Pre ident;
Track;
Football;
Club;
Rod
Tennis
JO E , BILL Y-FFA, 4 years;
Rodeo doe Club, 4 year ; Junior
Hi torians, 2 years; Rod Club, 2
years
TI , COTT DECA viceJ
pre ident, I year; Science Club, 2
year ; Rod Club, 2 year ; Football,
I year; Golf, 2 year
K PER, LESLIE- Key Club, 2
years
VICA, 2 year ; Rod Club, I year;
FF A, 2 years.
KAVA -A GH, KARE -FHA;
Rodeo Club; D CA
A-Drama,
TA
K EZEVIC,
enior year;
rt,
enior year;
tudent from
Foreign Exchange
Ecuador, enior year.
JIMK ICKERBOCKE R,
Drafting Club, I year; Young Life,
2 year , tudent Council, 1 year;
HS, 2 year ; FCA, I year;
Fre hman Cla Favorite; 11- chool
Favorite, ophomore year; Football
Indian ward; All-School Favorite,
enior year
-FFA, 4 year ;
L CKEY, DE
Rodeo Club, 3 years;Greenhan d
Chapter Farmer.
BE -Drafting
LA WRE CE,
11- chool
Club; Football; Golf;
Favorite; Mo t Valuable Golfer.
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Volleyball
LE LIE
Manager: Fre hman year; pani h
lub, 2 year ; FH , I yea_r; Young
Life, I year; VOE, emor year;
OE , enior year
pani h Club,
LO DO , BETH
2 year ; tudent Council, 2 ye~r ,
cience Club, 4 year ; Young Life,
4 year ; Band, I year; H , I year;
.
Tenni , 4 year .
-Drafting
L TTRELL, LY
Club 2 year ; Rod Club, 2 year ;
pre ident,
IC
IC• , 2 year ;
enior year
FH ;
LL Y, LEE
c
H , Volleyball, Choir; Who'
Who· Third High, emor year.
, D KE-Drafting
\1cc' LM
Club, 2 year ; IC , I year; Three
year letterman in ba eball
Young
LD, DeQ .IT
McDO
Life; Junior Hi torian .
CHARLIE
'H RT,
M
Football, 3 year ; Track, 2 year ,
Ba ketball, I year; Key Club, 3
year ; Rod Club, 2 year ; I T, I
year; D1 trict Talent Conte t winner,
3 year .
MASO , E RL
\1 Y, J . ET FHA, OE
\11LLER, TL ' -FH ; VOE;
OE .
MILLER, TOM-Spani h Club;
FF ; g Coop ward.
MILL , DELMA-VICA, 2 year ;
FH , 2 year ; olleyball, 4 year .
RCE
BOWE ,
MOR
tudent from
Foreign Exchange
Ecuador, enior year.
MORGA , JEFF-Rod Club;
VICA; Drafting Club.
BIRDWELLMORRIS, D
\1i BH , Fre hman year
MORRI , L I I -Rodeo Club;
weetheart,
DEC , 2 year ; DEC
Junior year; Volleyball, 1 year.
MORRISO , JERRY
GER, BILLY
M
CE, CH RLE -Young Life, 4
year ; tudent Council, 2 year ;
pani h Club, 4 year ; FCA, 1 year;
Ba eball, 3 years; Ba ketball
'EAL, DARLA-DECA; Co metology; Horizon Club; Leo Club;
Band.
ELM , STA -Football, I year;
Drafting Club, I year; ICT, 2
years.
VA E AO'DO . ELL,
Ba ketball, 3 year ; Track, I year;
pward Bound.
4
KA THY-Choir,
OWE ,
years.
OWE S, TOMMY
RA DY-Drafting
PEELER,
Club, 2 year ; Band, 2 years;
VICA.
PETERS, VICKIE-FHA, 2 year ;
Health Occupations, 2 years.
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-FH . 3
PHILLIP , DO
year ; Young Life; 3 year , Rodeo
Club, 2 year ; Band, 2 year ;
Twirler, I year
lub;
AM Key
POLI KOFF,
FH
tudent
BILLY
PRI 'GLE,
Council, 1 year; FC , I year; HS,
I year; Football, 1 year; Mot
enior
Valuable Football Player,
year
-FH , 3 year;
RE MER, LI
Young Life, I _year; OE , I_ year;
tudent Council, 2 year , Library
id, I year; Office Aid, I year;
H , I
Who' Who, enior year;
year
L RRY
RI HARD O ,
tudent Council, 3 year ; Drafting
Club, I year, VICA, I year;
Football 4 year ; Track, 4 years.
RIDLEY, TRE A -Young Life,
Leo Club; Band Honor , 4 year .
K -FHA:
FR
RAYFORD,
VIC
, JEFF Young Life;
ROBBI
tudent Council; FC ; I t Team
II-Di trict Linebacker.
ROBERT , WE LEY-FFA, 4
years, FF Officer, 4 year ; Rodeo
Club, 4 year
ELL, J DY Young Life, 3
R
year , VO , I year; FHA_, 3 year ;
Rodeo Club, 3 year ; Fannin County
Queen, enior Year.
A DER , JA ICE-Young Life,
I year; FHA, I year; Band, 3 year ;
Twiler, Junior year; VOE, I year;
Leo Club, 2 year .
A FORD, BRAD
HOCKLEY, MYLES- tudent
Council, 4 year ; Young Life, 4
year ; pani h Club, 3 ~ear ; FCA,
I year; All- chool Favorite, 2 year ;
, HS, I year; Football, 1 year;

Basketball, 4 year ; Baseball, 2
year ; Track, 3 year ; Tenni • l
year
Who' Who.
HR \1, ROBBI
emor year. Twirler, 3 year , Leo
lub, 4 year ; Four I t place
twirling medal , 4 year ; FHA;
Young Life, 4 year .
Rodeo
DO
I\1P O ·•
Club, I year; FH , I year; Young
, 1 year
Life, I year; DE
olo &
T
MITH, JOE
En emble I t D1v1 10n, FT ,
c1ence Club; Band, 4 years;
One- ct Play, II- tar Ca t, enior
year.

Ml Ill, LARRY h>otball 2 year ,
IA, 2 year .
Ira k, _ yea
IA I . II: Young
IAD, S
heerleading. 4 year ;
Life 4 year
nior )Car; llome
B ketball Queen,
l·c ,\wa1d, Jumor yea1.
Young
l l LY
I,\ DIPIILR,
Life, 2 year ; Cosmeto log), I year:
·
VI( . I year; 01·
oung Life,
11 PIil ' , JI A
, I year.
2 year ; Band, 4
Y Football, 2
11 Pl
e
ear ,
'I FFA 4 year ;
Tl·
.
Ro
Y I( T, 2 ear ;
WI
, _ year .
JC
Drafting Club, 2
.
TA
A, I ye,1r; Rod Club, 3
years·
\1e hani , I ear.
year
'1\1 hoir, 4 years; Junior
TIIO
year , FIi , 2 year , II .
Ht tt
; One-Act Play, enior _
enH
, 2 year ; II-Reg10n Choir.
Who'
3 ye

THO\1A O ', JA I'T Young Life, 3
year f 11 \, 4 year .
THRA Ill R. JIM FFA. Rod Club.
B TH DE , I year;
TOWER'\FllA 4 year · pani h lub, 2 year .
FHA:
K Rl L-OEA ;
TOWLRY.
cience lu ; pam h Club; Who'
Who; II
VA GIi .. I-,:_l '. 'ETII Band 2) ears;
DE:C . I vea,. Leo C ub_ 4 ear .
IIFRI tu dent Council.
Vl LD\1A
I y ar Cheulea der I )C.. FIi \. I
pa, 1
year oence lub, 3 yea
II
Club. 3 year ; OI A. I ) ear
Who' \: ho.
Rodeo lub; FIIA:
l T, IIARO
weetheart, 2 year ; Ol: ; VOE:
FF
ll , Sophomore Cla Favorite.
TL I: I T· Rodeo lub:
W ·\GL
\\ard.
Intere t and Coope;ation
enior year.
W LLS. 0 ·• 'IL H1 . I year; FTA,
. 2 years: Band. 4 year .
I year. Dl
WAlKI . K THY Band 4 year;
VICA , ye 11 • 1·11 I year· LP) lub,
2 year ; Young I ife, I year; 11- cmor
Honor Band; Who' \ ho. I year

WI 'Tl:R, CRAIG FFA. 4 year ;
Advi or on Greenhand onductin g
Team, Fre hman year.
WI , ROY DI CA, 2 years.
tudent ouncil,
WOODR fF, JI l I
3 )C:.tr , Young Life, 4 year ; Totem
Poll,.., years; Junior I Ii to nan , 2 year ;
Band, 2 year ; FTA, 2 years.
WYATT, TIMMY VICA.

Wl:LCH, FRA K- Football; Track;
Office Aid.
WI! LhY, CIIARU Drafting Club;
Building Trades.
WHITE, D RRYL Football 4 years.
WIIITI-, RO 'Ih-1 T; Rodeo Club;
Intere t and Cooperation Award.
WILHELMI. J . LIE FHA_, l year;
FTA, 3 year , Spani h Club. Student
Council, 3 year , Band. 4 years;
Twirler, 3 years; Football Homecoming
Queen, enior year; School pirit
\\ ard J ior year.
WILLIAMS, JEFF-F FA, 4 years;
Rodeo Club, Athletic .
WILLI 1 , KRISTI FH ; VOE;
OEA, Drafting Club, Junior Class
Favorite.

Student s
Honored at
Awards
Assemb ley

2

3
\.1eli a
aron i recogn11ed by \1r .
Hembree for the college cholarship he
received from the March of Dimes.
2. tudents al the as. embly .
3. Those who received Outstanding School
Interesl and
ooperation
wards are:
Bottom Row Stephani nead, Rae Ann
Bird , Lori Holman, Donna Blevins. Terry
ole, Beth London, Melanie I ewis. \.11ddle
r w Bob Beaird, Johnn} . lephens Leve
~ages, Wade York, Johnny Hubbert
Mark Powell, Jim Dale. Back row Scott
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aldwell, Tom Miller, Donald oonrod
Ronnie White, Randy Bowen
ot
pictured are Roger Lindsey, Stephen
Taylor, Wanda Briggs.
4. Receiving awards in academic departments
were Jan Dale- Eng. I, Lori Holman 1vic ,
hauna Baker Health, Kathy
Elli
Eng. IV, Middle row; Lisa Reamer areer Eng.
hane I lilger
omputer
Math, Bob Beaird ·c1ence, Gary ·m1th
Math. uzanne Ellioll F.ng. 111 Back
row
Barry
Barnet History,
Jim

Knickerbocker Drafting, Jim Dale
Health.
ol pictured arc Richard
Andrews £ ng. II, Kim Thomas - Psychology.

4

5
5. Voca11onal
Award
went to: Front
Leann
Dona'1oe ('n metology.
Judy ampbell Home Economics, Karel
Towery VOE, Sharon Vest Busme s.
Back
rO"-· Kim
Kavanaugh Auto
'vfechanics, Claude Elliott DE, Montey
Rater, Cindy Bozeman-Ag. ot pictured
an~ J"om \filler Ag. C'o-Op. Ste'>' art
\\ al ·er Build mg Trades, Bol 'iy De
IC!
6 Wade York. Donna Blevins, and Terry
Cole received award .
7 Stephani nead, along with the other
cheerleaders, performed to the music of the
school song at the
end of the
as embly.

i

6

7
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Choir
Rejoices In
Music
The Bonh1 Choir had a good
7 -79 ea on with an enrollment of
thirteen boy and twenty girl . They
received new uniform , added more
men, organized a Parent'
uxiliary, and took two ch01r to
conte t .
mong their various program in
Bonham were the Talent how, the
Chri tma Concert in the Fir t
Chri tian Church, Chn tma carolling in chool and through the town,
everal a emblie for lower grade ,
and a pring Concert.
Choir conte t
included a
olo/En emble conte t in which two
member received a uperior rating
and five received an Excellent rating.
Kim Thoma
wa
elected to
participate in the All-Region Choir.
In the Concert/Sightreadin g conte t
the Treble Choir received a rating
of Excellence.
The Bonhi choir was directed by
Phillip eawell.
I '78-79 Bonh1 Choir officer from I to r: Kim Hale, Reporter; Debbie Ball, Y-Pre ide
Kelli Taylor, ecretary; Kathy Owen, Treasurer; and Kim Thoma , Pre ident

64

2. '78-79 Bonham High School Choir.

Choir, The
Tone
of Bonhi
Choir member • Jenny Woodru s. Jan
el on, and Ben Poliakoff,
Hick . Vicki
take part in one of the choir pec1al given
for the student body during the year.
2. Debbie Ball. lizabeth Thomas and u an
Flo\1-ers ang "back-up" for Kim Tho a •
1 t-place "'in in the annual Variety
ho"'
3. Fir t-place winner, Kim Thoma gave her
all in her ver 10n of "Pri oner"

2

3
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I go to the Fair to ride the ride , ee the livestock, ee the girl , try my luck at the games and see the girl !Joe

tephen

Fannin Fair Fever Brings Fun, Laughter,
and Excitement!

This year Bonhi did very well at the County
Fair. In the livestock division, Bonham FFA
came away with two Grand Champions, two
Reserve Champions, and took third in the
Housekeeping Award. Also, this year the
Fannin County Queen was BHS's Judy
Russell. As always, many of Bonhi's clubs
added to the excitement with their
boothes.

I.

Judy Russell seems to have found a
comfortable seat, with Jim Dale
driving.
2. Lon Holman, Cathy King, and Kevin
Barnes try out a nde.
3. A lot of hard work goes into putting a
booth together, but Johnny Ray Stephens
and Connie Moore seem to be enjoying
themselves.
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3

I came here to learn 1.ngli h and the Amencan custom . . . e ar Mora-Bowen

Excha nge Stude nts
Stana Knezevic
And Cesar
Mora-Bol.lX:!n
From Equador

tana Knezevic stays with enior
Lou ell Davi and her family. "I
came here to learn English," ay
tana.
Cesar Mora-Bowen tay with Ann
Ruth McClure and her daughter
ophomore Ruth Ann McClure.
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Homecoming
'78

Brings Special
Memories

Homecoming has alway been a
pecial time. Old friend return, new
tudents emerge, and a Joining of hands
and heart occurs as the Warriors claim
yet another victory.
A the 1979 enior travel down the
warpath and scatter into their many
directions, we can onl:r hope that their
high chool year have banded them
together. A purple pride oar to 1t
highest and Homecoming draws near
again, the next Senior etas will carry
on the tradition of BHS. For future
and past eniors of Bonham High
chool, the dream of making a
memory come true.

5

4
I.

Karen Dunlap, 1978 Homecoming
Princess puts the finishing touch on the
Student Council float on which she will
nde.
2 Don Phillips, Stanley Richard on, Mike
Reece, and Ralph Austm are strutting
their stuff down memory lane as they are
recognized in the pep rally for their pa t
football accomplishment .
3 Our three Homecoming Prince ses,
Stephani Snead, Karen Dunlap, and Julie
Wilhelmi, take time out from watching
the pep rally fe tivities to lend us a pretty
mile
4 Deli a Jones and Beth London await the
final answer to give out the bouquets.
5.
1kk1
itzler lends a helping hand in the
crowning of the 197 Queen .
6. Queen Julie Wilhelmi i being escorted
from the field by football player Jeff
Robbins .

4
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Totem Poll
Staff Keep s
Bonh i
Infor med
The Totem Poll took on a new
pon or thi year, along with ome
new member to the taff Mr. ike
Whizenhunt took the rein to over ee
the compo ition of the chool
new paper. He and hi taff continued the traditional quality of the
Totem Poll.
In the word of the ditor, the
7 -79 Totem Poll i
"a
bi-weekly,
bi-monthly,
or
biwhenever-we-can-get-it-out
newpaper" publi hed by the journali m
taff of Bonham High chool. The
Totem Poll i a member of IL,
ILP • and Quill and croll. The
following tudent make up thi
taff:
ew
Editor-Jef f Woodruff,
ew writer
Le lie Booth, Diana
Cardwell, Rhonda Jone , Kent
Hamilton, Ben Poliakoff, and Cindy
Glaser.
Photograph er -Kevin
Barne , Fred Wilhelmi, Typi t Li a Morgan, Carla helley, port
Editor- cott Caldwell,
port
i tant
Craig Hook • Myle
hockley, Exchange Editor-Ken t
Hamilton, Ad Manager-K im Hale,
and Ad A i tant -Sally Gore,
Mary Lynn Haye .

I.

Mylc
hocklcy and Ben Poliakoff
contribute to production by helping
proofread article a they come in.
2. Jeff Woodruff and Cindy Gia er take
time from their bu y chcdulc to give u
a mile.
3. Craig Hooks rclaxc a Fred Wilhelmi and
L1 a Morgan try to read the late t
L UC.

4.
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It's not all work and no play a you can
cc by the mile on the face of the c
taff member .

2

3

I. Constructed critici m leads to better
products, o these taff member arc
checking the paper to sec where omc
changes might be made.
2. Scott Caldwell is so intent on clling his
newspapers that he will ri k everything to
brave the dangers of the girl'
restroom .

2
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AL L- SC HO O
Mr. and Miss BHS
Jill Dale and Jim Dale

All-S choo l Favorites
Shauna Baker and Jim Knicker bocker

All-S choo l Favorites
Julie Wilhelm i and Myle

hockley

FA VO RI TE S
All-School Favorites
Kri ti William and Ben Lawrenc e

All-School Favorites
Deli a Jone and Jeff Caldwell

All-School Favorites
Jennifer Robbin and Jimmy W iggin

Being in tudent ouncil made me feel like a real part of the chool ... Leann Donohoe

Food & Toy Drive, Homecoming, Halloia:en Carn ival
Are Majo r Projects For STU DEN T COUNCIL
I. The 197 .79 tudcnt ounctl
2. John Hubbert Pre\., Kathy I llis V. Pre, .•

Beck> -\dam
ec, Juhe\\ilhe lmi
l on Holman Part.

Ires.,

J. Pr s1dcnt Johnny lluhbcrt pre ides over
mcctm.

tudent

ouncil

really the voice of the tudent body . . . ovetta Branch

Food And
Toys Are
Distributed
For Christmas
I.

Karen Moody and Annette Howell sort out
a box of food to be distributed to the needy
people around Bonham .
2. Terry Cole and Dawn McRae decorate the
Chri tma tree. A conte t i ponsored among
the homeroom for the be t tree decoration
and the mo t food
3. David orri , herrill Denney, and Donna
hockley look over the toy to be di tributcd
to the children around town. Each tudent
Council member buy a gift and then dehver
it to a child .

I learned what

1t'

like to do thing

for other

by being in

tudent Council. .. uzanne

I

k

Student Council Stages Homecoming Activitie s
tudent
ouncil pon or a Homecoming
dance and parade and build a float for the
prince e to ride on and it on during the
game.
I. Diane Bryan taple napkin to the kirt of
the float.
2
a ly Gore tuff the big purple heart under
which the queen at.
3. Jeff Woodruff and Kathy Elli at work.
4. Johnny Hubbert wor
on the float which
had a flat after it wa decorated and fini hed
but tayed aired up long enough to be a
ucce

It made me feel good to get to do things for other people . . . Brent William

Spooks Arise
For Carnival
2
3
4
5
Ii

"1i Ethelleen, tudent ouncil pon or.
and \'Ir . Ph1ll1~. co- pon ~r look like a
very responsible pair.
Fortune teller. u,an Flo"'er .
fortune teller.
l\:elli Ta) lor I
othing like a pretty face .
d herrill Denney \I.Ork at
Bcc.:ky dam
the refre hmen table.
Kathy 1-lh

2

s
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Cold Nights,
Lon g Hours,
and
Sm ilin g
Twirlers
I. The 197 -79 Bonhi Majorette from
left to right are Le ha Mo c • oph •
\1elan1e Caldwell. oph • Tc ic Johnon Jr Juhc ~ helm". r .. Robbi
hrum
r and head maJorctte . Julie
John ton. Jr with uzannc Hope a
ma ot The e girl put in a lot of hard,
long hour of practicing during the
ummer and during chool. They
received a Divi ion I rating at IL in
ovember. They were upportcd by the
crowd and band and both caught the
attention of the crowd a
they
pcrf<,rmcd
2. Robbie hrum i hown here miling
doing her routine during the pep
rail} .
3. Juhc John ton. grin into the camera
a
he execute one of the twirlers'
many routine .

2

78

3

2

3

6
I. Julie Wilhelmi at a game where the
action i
2. Robbie hrum and uzannc Hope put in
much practice.
3. Julie, Melanie, and Tc ic get involved at
the games.

4

7
4. Te ic performs at one of the game .
5. A TIE TIO ! Keep smiling, Melanie.
6 . Concentration 1s the key as Leisha doe
one of her routine .

5

7. Thi i the first year Bonhi ha had a
twirling mascot uzanne Hope fill that
pot
Keeping warm on tho c cold Frida)' night
wa the main objective of Lei ha and Julie
between routines .

79

/

The 1978-79 Bonh1 band 1 directed by Mr. l Alvizo and a istant
director Mr. cal Wiley. During marching ea on the band i led on
the field by Drum ~aJorette, Liz Lane. Many hour each week are
put into the half-time how that are een by pectator throughout
the marching eason. Thi year the band bowed much enthusiasm
at both the football games and at the pep rallie . A new routine was
performed by our band this year a they executed a fla blight design
with the twirlers u ing lighted batons.

0

2

1978-79 Drum Majorette, Liz Lane, directs the band in a pep rally.

Band Captain, Joe mith, tops to admire the
posie .

The skill (or luck??) of making a reed tay
in place.

Clara Gibbs, first chair ,wphone received the Band Booster cholar hip and the John Ph1hp
ou. a \leard . Robbie hrum , head majorette, wa elected Band \leeetheart of J 979.
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UIL Brings Home Awards

Bonham High chool wa well
represented as tudents went to
Grapevine for competition. It was a
hard competition this year because
there were more chools competing
this year. We had a lot of our
students bring home several awards
and are very proud of them. Two
tudent - uzanne Elliott and cott
Caldwell went to UIL Regional as
1st Alternates.

There were lots of large schools there that we
had to compete against and the competition
was rough but it turned out to be a learning
experience.
Joe

mith

IL is alway a learning experience for me.
It's good to compete with other for your
chool.
Liz Lane

2

ct Pia) it "a, n at "hen
During the I
people cheered and clapped for )OU on the
tagc .
J

,c

m1th

Doing the Pia} "'a a learning experience and
helped people come out of their
h1ne

It

Kim Thoma

Gary mith, Richard ndre"' , Joe mllh,
lexander, Tes 1e John ,n. and
andra
Jo nna Thra her were the di trict winners
at UIL.
2. The I ct Play con i tcd of Mr ca\Oocll'
5th period and pre ·entcd the "Canterbur)
Talc of A Wife of Bath "
3 uzanne Elliott and cott Cald" ell "ere
uzanne wa
the IL Rcgiona "'inner
colt was 1st
1 t Alternate horthand
Alternate in Editorial.
These six people were the UIL di trict winners

ct Play group pre cntcd "

Canterbury Talc of a Wife of Bath ."

Suzanne Elliott and
Regional winner

colt Caldwell "'ere

IL

Basketball Homecomin g Raises Studen ts
Spirits

Ba ketball Homecoming th1 year
wa a big turn out for everyone. The
three nominees for Homecoming
Queen were r. tephani nead, Sr.
Julie Wilhem1 and Jr. Jill Dale.
tephani Snead was crowned Queen
by her e cort Myle
hockley.
Following the game, a victory dance
wa held in the cafeteria. The music
wa provided by ound.
This year
Homecoming was a
great succes in the eye of the
tudent body
and al o the
faculty.
1 Pnnce Jill Dale, Queen tephani nead,
and Prince Julie Wilhelmi .
2 Queen
tephani and her e cort Myle
hockley
3 Jill Dale
4 Julie Wilhelmi.

2
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Bonhi Gets
Disco Mania
Dance were an integral part of
school life at Bonhi. They were the
after-game act1v1tle for every home
football game, the climaxes of our
Homecomings, and the highlights of
Valentine's Day and Twerp Week.
"Sound" was the band that entertained at the majority of the dances but
even a Bonhi Ex, Mike Horne, and hi
band from Commerce played at a few
dance
Among some of the favorite song
and group were Chic's "Freak Out",
Village People's "Macho Man" and
"YMCA".
The "worm", the "hu tie" and
"cotton-eyed Joe" were popular dances
that everyone enjoyed.
In fact, as one student put it, dance
were the "life" at Bonhi!
Debbie Beall and Jeff Woodruff sbow the latest steps to the fox-trot.

Dale Hasten enjoys a dance.

The younger generation gives the older group
a twirl.

Brett Barnes and his date, Beth London.

5

Bonhi Enjoy s
Informative
and Fun
Assem blies
During the pa t year at Bonhi we
have been entertained by vanou
t the
performer and peaker .
Brown
beginning of the )Car Jack
spoke to u about pn on and drug .
Pep i Cola pre ented an art related
cartoon how on etting goal .
Coca-Cola came through with a
how on job opportunitie in ma
communication . Two band vi ited
u thi year, they were PJC' and the
Army Band.
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amazed by the magic show.

Ban quet Honors FFA'ers

banquet wa
Thi year' FF
highlighted with a peech by Dr.
Roger mold, profe or at ET L
Hi topic wa the importanc e of
FFA to the communit y, state, and
country.
Thi year's top award included:
tar Greenhand , Brent Hamilton;
tar Chapter Farmer, Tom Blair;
Out tandmg Co-op tudent, '\-iarhn
Dale Crutcher; and Dekalb Award
winner and Pre ident' Plaque, Steve
El.
David Cole, Jame Griffitt, "olan
hmore, Jame Daw on, and Earl
ennedy were conferred to Honorary Chapter Farmer Degree. Thi
award i pre ented to individual
who have rendered out tandmg
a 1 tance and guidance to the local
chapter.
ix Lone tar Farmer pplicants
le ander, Lee
were received Jame
Hamby, Monte Rater, Mike
McWhorte r, Brad Jone , and Lawton Langford.

7

T~1rp Week gave us a break from the ever}d3) routine of the pring.
John Hubbert

Inside Outside
Upside-Down All
Around Crazy
Week

pindle and Mr. Whi enhunt on
811
\Ve ern Da .

Charlie \ fanhart, Lee John ton,

Dale Clar

play at the morning a embly on SO's Day.

Inside Out ide Upside-Down All Around
razy Week (T,.,irp Week) took place pnl
2·6 . The be t dre ed award were for Tacky
Day- aria Campbell, James I·pley; We tern
Day
ally Gore, 8111) pindle; Hot Day
K..w-en Moody, Kenneth Vaughn; Grea e
(50' ) Day Deneen Hamilton, David :-.:om .
On the 50' Day Cla
were di m1 cd for
an as embly, bubblegum blowing conte t, pie
eating
conte t,
and
sock
hop.
0

Liz Thoma , Kathy Owen , Scott Caldwell, Kim Thomas, &
for the ock hop

usan Flowers played 50's music

Mrs. Leatherwood & Mr. Whi enhunt enjoy
a low dance.

Kenneth Vaughn on Hat Day.

David

om

wa

a conte tant in the pie eating conte t on 50's Day.

Karen Moody on Hat Day
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I learned many new and interesting skills in FFA .. . - Mike Titsworth

FFA: For the
Determined
Standing up before a cla
on
wobbly knee to say 260 words you
have memorized, spending hours
practicing and studying to compete
with area chools, and ju t getting
familiar with an oxy-acetylene torch
are just a few of the requirements
of being a Greenband. One of the
most important requirements in
becoming an Ag student i that you
must have a project such as an
animal or a crop of wheat, oats etc.
The Greenhands are taught by
olan orri and Happy Wallace,
who devote much of their own time
to helping the students.

I . Greenhand Brent Hamilton, Jimmy
Herpeche and Enc Kavanaugh enjoy an
FFA party in February
2.
Green hand
of the Bonham FFA
organization.

1.
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2.

enjoy being an FFA member because I know that the Future of our Food lies in the Farmer's hands.-J,m
Thra her

I.

Earning at least $50 from your
first year ag project is the first
requirement of being a chapter
farmer. Like the greenhands, the
chapter farmers compete with
area schools. But while the
greenhands learn the first basic
tep in welding and using an
oxy-acetylene torch, the chapter
farmers learn to gates, etc., which
are displayed at open house.
Throughout the year the chapter
farmers go on field trips to ee
their fellow cla mates' projects
and to work at the ag farm. The e
second year ag students are
taught by David Goodwin who
also devote a great deal of his
own time to helping all ag
students.

I. Chapter Farmer , who are the econd,
third, and fourth-year agriculture tudent
of the Bonham FF organization .
g.
at an
pea
2. Karen Moody
meeting.
2.
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I have learned Leader hip, Re pon ibility, Cooperation and Re pect from my fellow member
Robert

Third-year Ag students spend a
lot of time working on record books
which keep up-to-date information
on their projects. Thi is done to ee
who will be receiving Lone tar
Awards. Last summer, Billy Jones,
Steve Elk, Wes Roberts, and Jeff
Williams received their Lone Star
Farmer awards at the 50th FF
Convention in an Antonio. One of
the qualifications toward Lone Star
Farmer is that one must have a 0
profit from his project. Upon
receiving his Lone Star PFarmer
Degree, one is awarded a gold
emblem charm. The students of Vo.
Ag. III also prepare for the Beef
Judging team contest at the E. T .
Farm. Vo. Ag. III is compo ed of 2
periods because they work at the Ag.
farm throughout the year. Vo. Ag.
III is taught by olan orri .

I. Vo. Ag. teacher Happy Wallace con ult
with g. tudent at one of their monthly
meetings.
om ,
olan
2. Ag. I and III teacher,
collects ballots at one of the meetings.
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2.

in FFA- w

I have learned that FF

make up a maJor part of Bonhi.

-

Phil Slevin

Dunng your Junior and Senior
year of g. you can take either
Ag. I I I or Ag. Coop. Ag. Coop.
student go to I t and 2nd period
g. Coop. 3rd
and then have
period. After the e periods, they
leave for work which mu t be an
ag-related job. Ag. Coop. i
taught by Happy Wallace.
The 1978-79 FF A officer are:
Pre ident Steve Elk, tationed
Vicesun:
n mg
the
by
taRobert ,
Pre ident We
tioned by the plow; ecretary
Monte Rater, tationed by the ear
of corn; Trea urer Dean Lackey, tationed by Wa hington,
Reporter -Jame Alexander ,
tattoned by the merican Flag,
Student dvt or-Jeff William ,
stationed by the owl; and
entinel- Billy Jone , tattoned
by the shield of fnend hip.

2.
sweetheart- Li a
FFA
I. Bonham
Wright.
g.
teve Elk call an
2. Pre ident
meeting to order
3. Di trict Pre 1dent Brad 1mmon of
Trenton .
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FHA Sews Up Another Year

Mrs. Brown's Chapter "A" of Future
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Chapter "A" officers, Donna Phillips
and Cheryl Hilger President.

Photographer, Terri Long

Homemakers.

Reporter, Angela Garrison

Activ1t1es Chair., Sheila Byrd

1st Vice Pres.,

Mrs. MacConnell's Chapter " B" of Future Homemakers.-

Officers of Chapter "B", Ginger Walker -Activ111es Chair., Dana Easley- I t V. Pres., Pam Vin en- Rep., Glenda Barnes
Hamilton Pres., and Jimette Kerr • ec.

Future Homemakers of America
promise: Commitment to service,
involvement in work, and action in
Bonham.
FHA is a very active part of

Bonham High School. They make
cookies for Valentine's Day, work on
a quilt, and attend tate and area
meetings. They also carried on the
tradition of the Birthday Club. It is

2nd V. Pre,,_ Deneen

a remembrance of birthday for the
vocational tudents and area nursing
home . Al o thi year, FH collected for the Cystic Fibrosis Fund.
97

FHA: Commitment, Involvement, and
Action

9

Ocha D nla p----od Tt P l

FHA bandwagon and crew travel\ through parades.

Ring bearer, Deb Holland, tand idly b)' .

The "annual ~cdding of Jerry \forri on and Freda Phca . Too bad FHA doc n't upply divorce !

9

Club E panol Fue una oportunidad aprender de una cultura nueva de vida. Bob Beaird

i Habla Usted
Espanol ? i Si!
panish?
The title reads, "Do you speak
Yes!" The panish Club consists of people
who are taking panish or have taken it.
Before becoming a member of the club.
students must go through initiation \1-hich
al\1-ays proves to be an excitement at Bonhi
'vian) "unusual" things like men in dresses
and girl in paJamas pushing pennies down the
hall \1-ith their noses are seen during this
time. \1is Ethelleen (Williams) is sponsor
of thi. club. This will be Mis E's last year
because she is retiring. The panish teacher,
she has gained the love and respect of all
her students through the year .

Judy Richards at initiation .
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Spanish Club

'viyles

Shockley-V. Pres .. Becky dams-Act1V1t1es Chairman,
Juhe Wilhelmi

Weesie Stinson pushes a penny with he:
nose.

Rev. James Thomp on

Randy Bowen helps in Bill Gore's magic
show.

FCA
Begins Ne w
Lif e
At Bon hi
The fellow hip of Clui uan
Athlete began a ne\\ chapter at
Bonham I hgh
chool, gl\'lng the
pla) er and coache
ome tune to
spend together in a happ), \\ holesome
Cliri tian atmo phere. The togetherne
offered the ) oung men a place to mg,
h ten to pcaker . and pra) together.
The officer for the fir t year \\ ere
Pre idcnt Billy Pri, ....
\ 1 e Pre ,.
dent Milton Bro\\r
CL tary Jim
Knickerbo1;ker, Trea u c.r Jun Dale,
and Program hamnan Brent ,\dam .

Billy Pringle, Jim Dale, Jim Knickerbo cker, and
officer .

Milton Bro"'n are 197 ·.79 FC

state onventions. Donna Bl vm
Jr. H1 tonan gme me ome ofmy happ1e t mcmone be1.:au e I got to go to

Jr. Historians
Carry On The
Tradition
For the fourth } car m a row the Jr.
H1 t nan attended then tat c nvcnt10n \ h1 h was held 111 Fort \\ ( rth tl11
year. \ crapbo k of the ar· ad1v1tic of the club \\ a put together and
entered m the raphook competit1on.
ln the proJect d1vi ton. a d1 pla)
entitled .. am Rayburn . . . 1mplk1ty
and Greatne .. ,,a entered.
\gam th1 year the Jr. I Ii tonan
pon ored the Bon hi Follie \\ hich i
a talent how put l n b) the teacher .
It i patterne d after the telev1 ion
how, Hee I fa\\ and include inging,
dancm and Joke . The highlight of
'ebra ka.
ear' how \\a ~h
tlu
.
Phillip
better known a 1r . Danna
\Villi
ene
are
lub
pon or of the
and Pat nzler.
0 •

Jr H i toria n
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Jr. Historians can become an important part of the Bonham community by helping preserve the history of the
town.- Jeff Woodruff

John Collins views historical items on display. Mary Blanton & Terry Cole arc behind the
table.

David Cullar hugs a candle holc!er to keep the par
lively.

Cheryl Hilger
ccretary, John Hubbert-Reporter, Sheila Byrd-Historian, Dana Easley-Treasurer, Jeff Woodruff-President, Kathy
Ellis Vice President. This picture was taken on 50's Day.
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Roo m 222 Houses Food,
Laughs, Tears, and
Frustrations
-Th e Coushatta Staf f

Head Photographer- Donna Blevin

l
A i tant Editor-J ohn Hubbert

s I

tant photographer

ary

m1th
Melanie Caldwell
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Editor Lori Holman, Donna Blevin , Melanie Caldwell, Jim Knickerbocker, Juan
Gary m1th, John Hubbert, Liz Lane, Karen Moody

ewell,

Room 222 is the home of 9 crazy
staff member and one brave
spon or. It i where this book and
many books in the past have been
put together with laugh , tears,
anger and frustration. Staff
members are as follows: Editor Lori Holman, Assistant EditorJohn Hubbert, Head PhotographerDonna
Blevins,
Assistant
photographer Gary Smith, Liz
Lane, Jim Knickerbocker, Melanie
Caldwell, Juan Sewell, and Karen
Our
sponsor,
\.1rs.
Moody.
Tomagene Snead, is always there to
offer words of encouragement and
inspiration. Words such as, "We
have a deadline in four days people,"
often came from her.

Jim Knickerbocker
Karen Moody and Liz Lane
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The thing I enjoy mo t about Key Club
Dudle:r

the initiation. It

when everyone acts crazy and ha a good time.-

orrell

Key Club Opens New Doors

2.
I. 78-79 Key Club, Charlie Manhart, Ben
Poliakoff, T Moore, Kim Haye , Justin
Bailey, coll Hunnicutt, Mike Hagerty,
Bill Gore, Lynn Haye , Lee John ton, Jeff
• "elm , Dudley orrell , and Jim Dale.
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2. Officer , Lee Johnston, Mike Hagerty, and
Jim Dale, give Mrs. Hou ton' prized
plants a hand.
3. Goofing off on Wednesday . • .

3.

FT

taught me to be re pon ible and gave me an idea what it would be like to be a teacher

u,annc Hall

FTA Works Toward Bigger And Bett er
Things

This year member of the Future Teacher
of America .crved a aid at Bailey lngli h,
TS campu , nd elected a
toured the
"Teacher of the Month" each month along
with fund rai ing project and recreational
project . Spon or of the club was \fr .
On ta Spang! r until he had to leave due to
illne . lier po tion wa filled by fr S1 k.

\fcmber are: Back row John Hubbert, Joe
Donna Blevln . Kathy I-Iii ; Bottom ro\\
RaeAnn Bird Secretary.

mith, Larry Call, Bill I loyd; \fiddle ro\\

Jennifer Robbin , Debbie Be11l, Sh rr Ale ander.
>t
II U Pre dent, Kelli I ) 1 r

National
Honor
Society
Has First
Induction
Ceremony
In choo ing
at1onal Honor
ociety member , teacher look for
cholar hip, leadership, and outtanding character. One group of
member 1 elected in the la t
trime ter of the Junior year. Another
group 1 cho en at the beginning of
the
emor year. Thi year an
induction ceremony for the newly
elected emor member was held in
the K1va during the fall. Parent of
the member of the club were the
audience for the ceremony which
included a guest
peaker and
refre hment .
I. Jr. member are: Jill Dale, cott Meador,
Karen Dunlap, Deli a Jone ,
anette
\,fac onnell, Cherie Winkel , Liz Lane,
u1anne Elliott, Te ie Johnson, John
L1ttleford, Jeff Caldwell, Ken Barr
2 Officer are Jim Knickerbocker Pre .,
haron Ve t- V.P, Donna Blevins - cc.,
Billy Pringle Trea urer.

2
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2
r Members are Lisa Reamer,
Clare Gibb , Beth London, Karel Tower_
Leann Mc nally Kath} Owen Tr· C\
Brady, Cheri Veldm, n, Jim Dale "
hockley.
Caldwell, Myle
2. Two year r member are horon e t,
John Hubbert, Terry Cole, Lori Holman,
Donna Slevin , teve Elk, Kathy Elli .
nead, Jim
-tephan
Rae nn Bird
Knickerbocker, John Collin . Bob Beaird,
Kim
Billy Pringle. • ' ot pictured i
Thoma .
3. Jr. member were announ ed at the
ward a embl; Je 1f Caldwell, Jill Dale,
Karen Dunlap, u1anne Elliott have JUSI
received member hip card from ecretar;
Donna Slevin .

I. One year

3
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Librar y Aids Turn Over New Leaf

2

I. Librarian , I. to r., Karol Jon«:l>, Leann
Donahoe, Tern Cole, Jeff Woodruff, Carla
Dorrough, Dana Ea Icy, L1 a Reamer, Lou
·ell Davi , Kim Lockaby, and
am
Polakoff.
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2. Leann Donahoe carch«:l> the card
file .
3. Dana Ea Icy water one of the
million of tropical plant in the
Bonhi Jungle, the library.

3

Office Assi stan ts Aid

•

1n

Adm inist ratio n

2

3

I. Glenda Barn . an office elf, pick up the
fifth period It~
to her ecret
2. Cheryl Hilger Ii ten
admirer' plan .

3

Office id . I. to r., Kelli Taylor, Cind
Gia er, Janet Thoma on, Tina Pol ton,
Jane la,non, Beverly all, Karen Dunlap,
tephen , Cynthia Roundtree,
Tere a

Valerie Bailey, Pam Vinson, Lisa Clark,
Dana Ea Icy, and Glenda Barn
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Young Life Strives For Spiritua l Growth

I've enjoyed being in Young Life
becau e I like the fellow hip. It gives
me a chance to get w:th ome of my
friends and ing and have a good
time.
Wade York
Attending Young Life each
Thur day allows me time to top
thinking about all my problems and
ju t be glad I'm alive.
This year Young Life has been on
the go a usual. Spon or, Jimmy
Alexander, along with Jerry Goode
and Phillip ewell have provided the
group with trong leader hip.
Early in the year, this organization spon ored a film for tho e who
wi hed to ee it. The meetings
u ually con ist of a lot of inging and
then a hort thought about how to
apply
Christianity
in
today's
world.
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Young Life officer Wade York - Pr ., Kevin Barne Trea urer, Johnny Hubbert
- Reporter, ot pictured are uzanne Hall - cc., and Lori Holman Vice-Pre .

Science Club Examines New Areas

1978-79 Science Club. The spon or

is Mr. Earl Baggerley.

Being a brilliant genius or an
Ein tern i not a qualification to be
in the Science Club but members are
required to have an A average in all
classe .
Earl Baggerly and John Lockhart
were the pon ors for the year while
John Collins wa president and
JoAnna Thra er wa · vice-pre ident.
Vi iting the Pompeii exhibit in
Dallas wa one of the activitie that
the club participated in. Some of the
members who wanted to pur ue their
intere ts further worked on a cience
project with the help of the
sponsors.

II

)

John Collins,
Club.

President

of

the

JoAnna Thrasher is the Vice President of
the Science Club.
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cowboy i hi

own-self, he u ually has short hair, and proud of it - James Alexander.

Cowboys and
Cowgirls Exhibit
Their Skills

Between the security of childhood
and the in ecurity of the second
childhood, we found the fa cinating
group of human called Cowboys.
A cowboy i lazine with a deck of
cards, bravery with spur , energy on the
dance floor, a legend of the O ld West
with a copy of Playboy and seldom
without a ca e of beer or a fifth of
whiskey. He has the energy of a turtle,
the slyne s of a fox, the brains of an
idiot, the sincerity of a liar, the
a piration of Casinova, and when he
wants something, it's usually connected
with hor e or women. ome of his likes
are: women, beer, whiskey, broncs,
rodeos, dance and more of the oppo ite
sex. Some of his dislikes are: officers
of the law, being told to take off his
hat and writing letters.
Cowboys are majestic creatures. You
can scratch them out of your little
black book, but not out of your heart.
You may want to give up on that
bleary-eyed, good-for-nothing cowboy,
but all your dreams become significant
when a cowboy knocks on your door,
looks at you with tho e blood-shot eyes
and says . . .
Hello Darling.
Excerpts from
"Cowboys"

Pie. 4 Queen LaTonna Jone and Princess
Terri Long and Karen Moody.
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The only way to stop Karol Jones from talking is to stick a piggin-string in her mouth.

o brains but a lot of courage, that' what make a cowboy ride a bull or a bronc- Eric Kavanaugh .

Rodeo Club members gathered at Kerr's roping arena for a group picture.

It took both Mr. Whiz & Mrs. Phillips to get Mrs. Woodson on this horse.
Cindy McDowell is given a lesson on tying
a calfs feet.

After a lot of hard-work everyone took a break. The hamburger supper was very
ucces ful.

Activities, festivities, and succcsful project
highlighted the 78-79 year of Rodeo Club.
The year began with the traditional faculty
hamburger supper Soon afterwards, the
Queen race on with La Tonna Jones coming
in first. Other activitie were a hayride and
weiner roast, a club dance, a Match Rodeo
again t Denison, with Bonham winning. The
year ended with a trip to the Copenhagan
koal Finals in Ft. Worth. Valene Bailey will
always remember that day, ince she slammed
a bathroom door on Mrs. Phillip hand and
nearly broke three of her finger .
All in all the year ha been fun and
ucce ful. Thanks Mr. Whiz. Mr . Phillip ,
and Mr Woodson .
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Students
Host
Einployers at
Appreciat ion
Banquet

116

Dale &

Brad Rattan entertain

harlie entertain by playing a guitor duet.

"The Kite Flies Only Again t the
Wind" wa the theme for the 1979
o-op Banquet held Monday night
April 2 One-hund red and ixty
people were served as eventy-five
companie were repre ented.
tudent from each co-op
A
organizati on participate d in the
program, the tudent al o furni hed
the entertainm ent. Kim Garri on
gave the Welcome Addre , Donna
Rhine gave the invocation, Tina
Miller gave club offier , Billy Jone
introduced the entertaine r , and
Jerry Curry said the clo ing.
pon or for the Co-op program
are Mr Jenkin , Mr . Orndoff, Mr.
Cox, Mr. Murray and Mr .
Wallace.

Judy Ru cl dazzl~ the audience with her beautiful voice.

Billy Jone introduce the entertainmen t.

Jerry Curry say· the clo ing at the end of the
1 17
evening.

VOE
Commitment,
Involvement
And Action
The girl of VOE make their time
worthwhile They work hard at their
job and compete with other chools in
our district. Throughout the year they
learn how to u e variou office
machine and office tactic , \\hile being
employed in and around town.
Mrs. Jenkins is their spon or. She
help them prepare for their job in the
future and help them with their yearly
bulletin board which they enter in
contest for competition.
Mrs . Jenkins and Christi William
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Approximately twenty girl

make up the VOE

take a

break from their busy daily routine.

program at Bonhi, spon ored by Mrs. Georgia Jenkins.

Karel Towery, Lorna Leslie, Janet May, Judy Russell, Christi Williams, Tracy Brady, Tina Miller, Cheri Veldman, and Janice Sander~.

Cheri Veldman, Debbie Holland, Karel Towery, and Penny Davis enjoy the Valentine

Beverly Bnan sits contemplating the day
hard work.
VOE was active in many community projects entering a car in everal of the parade ,

I 19

D.E. Dem andi ng
Occupation For
Our Future
D EC ., Di tributive Education
Club of menca, i made up of Jr.
and r tudent who are employed
in retail, whole ale, and erv1ce
elhng bu me e . They go to chool
half a day and work half a day The
purpo e of D.E. 1
Developing
Future Leader for Marketing and
D1 bribution . Thi
year'
D
officer are: Pre 1dent, Claude
Elliott; ice Pre ident, cott Ju tice;
ecretary, Lainia Mom ; Trea urer,
Tere a Ve t, Reporter, Elaine Murray; Parliamen tarian, Randy wmdell; Hi tonan , Johnny tephen ,
Tammy
k1dmore, and Tere a
McGehee. Thi year' D E. weetheart wa Kay John on D.E. 1
in tructed by Kenneth Cox.
I Kim Garri on i employed by Walmart.

2. eated left to right, Tammy 'k1dmore, Tere a McGehee,
Elliott

laine Murray, and Tere a Ve t

tanding, Randy

windell, Johnny

tephen ,

laudc

I. Randy Peeler wa one of the DE tudent to work the fair booth .

2.

onnie Wall

3. Lainia

om
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Health-Oc to me is a tairway to health- Jeannette tephens .

Health-Ge.a Great
Learning
Experience
Health Occupation is really a great
cla . It give high chool tudents a
chance to investigate the Medical and
Health field . Through this cla
tudent can ee if they really want to
have a medical profe sion and if o
which field would be be t for them.
They part1c1pate in late and di trict
conte t Meli a Aaron won a 300
cholar hip to the college of her
choice.

Mrs. Orndoff and David Hen lee di cu

a patients x-ray .

Health Occupation afternoon cla s take a break to pose for this picture.
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In Health-Oc., I've learned more about my body and the advantage I take of it.- Frank Welch

Health Occupation gives free physicals during the fair parade.

Health Occupations morning class line up for mug shot.
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o metology is pecial to me becau e I plan to make a career of it

Leann Donohoe

Cosmetology Keep
Up New Styles
This year tarted off with a field
trip to Grayson County College,
where the girls learned all about the
new style . They were shown films
from La Vega on clothe and
hairstyles by
ew Trend and
Metrocuts.
Leann Donohoe, Kathy Watkins,
and Kelley Clark will be going to the
tate Board in Austin, June 12, 1979
to take their cosmetology exam.

Wanda Briggs is well-known around the
campus for her manicures.
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Deb Holland tries to calm a customer after seeing the warning on Deb's T-shirt.

Mrs. Bowden's morning Cosmetology class.

1 hke co metology becau e we have a very relaxed atmo:.phere - Kathy Watkin .

Kelley Clar

concentrate s while snipping a new hairstyle.

Mrs. Bowden show -off her afternoon class.

Delma Mills tries her hand at a new
hairstyle.
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Building Trades i alright! I learned a

lot about mea urement

. -John Harvey

House Is Built By Building Trades

Rusty Davis, John
Fair

Harvey, Vince Cox, Bobby Louis work on their booth in the

aunty

The Building Trade clas e construct a hou e
126

which is sold after they are fini hed .

Later in life, I'll know how to fix thing

becau e I helped build a whole hou e m Building Trade

Darryl

\\-h1tc

Larry

,,......

tuart Walker, Timmy Wyatt, Mark Bewley
Raper, Tim Hennigan .

~

alma

.
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Auto Mechanics-Valuable Knowledge Throughout Life

1 Auto Mechanics Members, from left to right: Steve Taylor, Duke McCalman, Jeff Morgan, Lynn Luttrell, Eric Holder, Craig Wilbranks,
Jim Gant, Billy Spindle, Mr. Bobby Godbey, & Frank Rayford

2. Eric Holder and Kim Kavanaugh exhibit their skills while adjusting
a fan.

3. Kenney Taylor gets right to the heart of the problem .

With today' high co t of killed
labor, auto mechanic • tudents will
ave a lot of money by doing their
own auto tune-up , etc. In the two
three-hour cla e
tudents gain
ba ic knowledge of the automobile
and it internal combu tion engine.
They also tudy the component of
the automobile. Field trip included
v1 1t to local automobile dealer ,
auto repair hop , Gray on County
Junior College, and to a Feed Mill
in Ector for a teak upper. This
year's officers were Pre ident, Lynn
Luttrell; and Secretary, Vince Cox.
Auto Mechanic
taught by skilled
instructor, Bobby Godbey.
I Kim Kavanaugh

2. Kyle

ander. on, Eric Holder, and Jim Gantt work their hifts in the Auto Mcchani

Booth at the Fannin County Fair.
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JCT-Link to the Working World

JCT provide students with a
mean of earning a living when they
graduate from high school or
financing their way through college.
JCT students leave school at 12:00
for their skill-related job uch as
carpenters, plumbers, mechanics,
etc. This year's ICT class has 20
members and its officers are:
elms; Vice PrePre ident, tan
sident, Monty Hackney; Secretary,
Steve Wages; Treasurer, Donald
Coonrod; Representative, Jerry
Curry; and Sergeant-at-arms, David
Wilhelm. The ICT instructor is
David Murray.

Steve Wages
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Ronny White works at Carter Chevrolet.

ICT officers
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''Once You Have Spirit

Who ay that human can't Fly?

Jill, DeLi a, Stephanie, & Karen on the
,deline at a game.

Beth London, Deli a Jone , Karen Dunlap,
Stephanie nead
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You Never Lose It"
The I 978-1979 Var ity Cheerleaders are Stephanie nead- head
cheerleader, Rae Ann Bird, Beth
London, Karen Dunlap, Deli a
Jone , and Jill Dale. After practicing
all ummer long, the cheerleaders
attended a work hop at Southern
Methodi t lJniver ity where they
competed with other cheerleader .
These ix girls came home with five
blue ribbon , which i the be t that
can be done .. ot only do they put
in long hours of practicing, painting
ign , and making favor ; they have
to et an example o that the pirit
of Bonhi will be kept alive. Being the
·nt I not an
backbone of Bonhi'
enny Trout
ea y role to fill.
or.
is the cheerleader

and Deli a m one of the golf cart
Fair Parade.

Rae nn Bird in one of the mini-vehicle
driven in the Homecoming Parade.

Cheerleaders dhplay a sign ,aying "Good Luck Warrior," on top of the IIWY 82 underpas for the team to see on their,, a} out of town.

13 5

I . DELI A

JO E . I've learned from
cheerleadmg that )'OU have to work
together. Different people will have
different idea and all of them hould be
able to expre them. People really want
to have a lot of pirit and if you how a
few park , soon you'll have excitement
ready to explode. People like that feeling.
nd when you have it, you can't let go
and it grow
2 Cheerleader Ma cot 1kk1 1tzler found
a oft bed on the porn porn . ik1o I the
heart throb of every male in BH .
3 KARE
D
LAP: One of the mo t
important thing that I learned from being
a cheerleader wa etting a good example
for everyone around me at ALL time . o
matter if I'm cheerleading or at a dance,
I learned to always be on my bet
behavior. The hardest thing for me to
learn wa dedicating all my time to
cheerleadmg. Having to put cheerleading
ahead of EVERYTHI G was a difficult
ta k for me.

2.

•
•o)E~~;..5

3.

Cheerleading is a big respons ibility .
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IE S . EAD (head): The m t
I. SHPH
important thing I learned from being a
cheerleader I respon ibihty . There's o much
work that has to be done between getting
ready for S"vfU, so that your ,chool will be
proud of you if you do good, etting up the
pep ralhe and them going off good, and
keeping the chool pirit through all the
game . If thi is not all done "'ell, it i a let
do"' n to your school.
2 BETH LO . DON : In cheerleading you have
a big re pon ibility to your chool. I learned
to have re peel for my chool and to work
w11h people. I got to know a lot more of my
cla mate better and be in the center of
activt11e . This experience will stay '-"ilh me
for
always and I wouldn't change th1
anything in the world .
3. Jll L DALE: Cheerleadmg taught me to
communicate w11h the public. It helped me
to get involved in a lot of ncuvitie I wouldn't
have otherwise. It also brought me closer to
the different team and the other cheerleader, S"vf gave us the opportunity to meet
new friends and grow closer as a unit.
4. RAE . ' N BIRD Cheerleading made me
appreciate chool more. It made me realize
how important education and school i a a
whole. \1y knee accident dropPed me out of
things for quite a while I almost thought I
had lost all my spirit, but I didn't. Once you
have II II never can leave.

2

4

3

Your team & school are counting on you.''
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Boogie Down
With JV
Cheerleaders

wa really embarra ed when we
m1 pelled pirit . . . heryl Bryan
enjoy going to the out of town
game and eeing their cheerlead ers
. . Chri
helley.
I really get embarra ed when we go
out of town and people make fun of our
purple tenni
hoe .
andra
lexander.
I.

It's impo 1ble to expre in words
all the heartach e, headache , and
work cheerlead ers face each school
year They make breakthro ugh ,
pend hour in practice and keep the
spirit of the Jr. Varsity Teams high.
They are not often in the limelight
and often do their job without
thanks. Bu But they have the
ati faction of knowing that without
them, the JV team job would be a
little bit harder.

1 Top Row
Alexander, C Clayton, C.
Shelley, Bottom Row: J Robbin , C
Baber ,
Bryan
2. Carolyn doc n't eem ure about thi
tance.

2.

Chn how alot of pint at the JV ba kctball
game

Jennifer and

Cindy rai c:. alot of
mile.

hcryl do a favorite cheer, "Wind Mc Up."

pirit with her

andra

hows a

piritcd style.

Carolyn ccms to have the beat.
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Frosh.
Che erlea ders
Lea d A
Grea t Year
Being a cheerleade r i more than ju t
jumping around and yelling for the
chool.
The e girl
pent many hour
practicing, preparing for game and
trying to think of idea to ma e their
cla more enjoyable There are time
when 1t i hard to keep gomg but the e
girl did a uper job.

2

I . Here the cheerleader eltpre
their
enthu ia m by helping during a Pep
Rally .
2. Jan Dale was elected Head Cheerleader for
thi year.

4
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3

Debbie and Terri are waiting to do a )CII
in a Pep Rally.
4 Tern
lement i
hown here at a
ba ketball game awaiting to do a cheer

. Jan
\1y mo t embarra m moment wa when I had t run around the )m yelhng for try-out

Dale

Checrleadmg mean a lot to me.
It make me feel proud and
more a part of BHS.
D•lia Dunlap

2

hecrleading make.
more a part of BH
let me have the <..hu
hool
uphold our
help to et a gm de
Bonham Hi~ d ►OI.

1e feel
be-:au e 1t
e to help
pmt and
ample for
Terri Long

My mo t embarra in_ moment
wa at a football game when we
were doing a hard ending. and I
uppo ed to jump on
\\a
Diane· back and we fell nght 111
front of ever ·body.
Debbie Benne t

3

I. Delia i ho~n here yelling t a
Fro h game.
2. Here Terri Long i ho~n t rung
a cheer.
3. The girl lead a cheer to bring pint
into their cla
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Down through the year • \J arham ha

boo ted many a

pirit and rai ed many

tudent

to their feet.

Br "n .

Jim Wiggins Is Warham For
The Mascot's 18th Year

Our chool ma cot. Chief Warham, i
ele~ted from the ophomore rank. of the
Junior \ar,1ty football team by the var. ity
pla}er Bonhi had It fir t Warham in 1960
\\Ith the name Warham coming from a
combination of the \\Ord "Warrior" and
.. B nham." Of being Chief Warham, Jim
\\ i gin . "ho filled the po it ion thi }ear,
3) , 'Being \\ arham i a ven . pecial thing
be u e ou are elected bv he ·en or football
pla}er . I can remember · the fir t pep rally
ituation
I "'a in. It' ort of a nervou
"'aiting in the locker room, and then "'hen you
"'alk out and face the crowd. It seem like
C\Cr}bod) i JU t "'atching }OU "'aiting for
}OU to mess up. But I made it through it all
right . I had a little trouble on the turn . one
t times, like when
lime I almo t fell over.
)Ou're at a football game at halftime. 1t can
be anno}ing becau e all the little kids come
up to you and tart me mg with your
feather , and a if you're a real Indian and
then to top it off, they a k if they can ee
vour tomaha"' and then run off \I.Ith it.
· !though nobody \I.anted my autograph,
fun
prett}
a
Warham
being
experience ."

f

,

Milton

New Coaches Instill New Techniques

3

I. '78-79 Purple Warrior' Coaching Staff: Back Row, L to R :
Mike Ashby, Eddie Dowler, Jon
Mil tead, Bill Pringle, Kenneth
Williams, teve Hembrey, Donny
Love, Front Row, L to R: Gary

2

Ree , Donny Glenn, "Tank"
el on, Mike isk, Jack mith.
2. Head football coach and Athletic
Director Bill Pringle.
3. Coach Mil tead receive a me age from the pre box.
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"If you \\ant omething that will

ring }Our bell. play football."

Brc., 1 Adam.,

MMA Falls To Warriors 13-3
Harlingen
Military
Marine
cademy. one of
the large t.
phy ically. and one of the top-ranked
independent
chool in the tate,
\\a invited to Warrior tadium to
te t the 197 Purple Pack. The
Warriors got mentally prepared for
a tough battle. and with a ju t
cau e.
fter Ed 0\.\ en recovered a
Leatherneck fumble, the Warrior
drove down the field, coring on a
7 yard TD run by Jerry
om on
coring opportunity failed for the
cadem} when Jim Dale intercepted

a pa on a fake field goal. giving
the Bonham offen e another chance
to get on the coreboard before the
half. The offen e capitalized on the
turnover. coring on a 14-}ard pa
play from Billy Pringle to Mitchell
Bennett. The conversion failed,
leaving the Warrior
with 13
point .
The defen e hung in tough to
allow only a field goal to the larger
Marine . The qu1ckne
and gang
tackling of the Warrior helped them
conquer the Academy 13-3. in a
hard-fought ea on opener.
Jim Dale

Mitchell

Milton Brown coots around

the right end .

Bennett

Billy Pringle

"Football bring out the bea t in me."-

Roe

Ros

Panthers Go Down 35-12
The Blue Den in Pari was the ite
of Bonham's second pre-district
game The foe: a team that went to
the tate AA Playoff in 1977, the
orth Lamar Panther . xcitement
ran high a the Warrior realized the
challenge that they faced .
Milton Brown tarted off the
coring for Bonham with a 2-yd run,
followed by Bobby Ro with a 12yd
run, and Mitchell Bennett returned
a punt 72 yds, all in the fir t half.
Brown al o ran in a 2-pt conver ion

Scott Meador gets his knee checked .

Jim Knickerbocker

to end the Warrior in with a lead
of 21-0 at the half.
Ro
cored both of Bonham'
econd-half TD' . He cored on a
5-yd run in the 3rd quarter, and a
51-yd run in the 4th quarter.
The Warrior's defen e allowed the
Panther only two touchdowns, both
of which came late in the game.
Bonham bettered it record to 2-0,
defeating the
orth Lamar team
35-12.

Mitchell Bennett elude tackler's gra p.

Jim Knickerbocker haul down a Panther receiver.
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"Football make

me feel like bu ting loo e." -

Melvin 'te~art

A Successful Homecoming
Homecoming brought great excitement to Bonham a the Warrior
prepared for a very tough Wildcat
team. Related activitie
uch a
e corting the prince e • decorating,
and the Homecoming Dance created
an air of excitement pnor to and
dunng the game
Milton Brown cored the fir t of
hi three touchdown for the night
in the I t quarter to give Bonham an
early lead
ulphur pnng fought
back. but a fantasic 99-yd kick-off
return by Mitchell Bennett put the
Warrior back out in front for good.
Brown found pay dirt again in the

2nd quarter to end the Warrior in
with an I -10 halftime lead.
The Wildcat cored early in the
2nd half to bring them within two
point . The thought of an un ucce ful homecoming in p1red the Warnor to fight harder. The offen e
cored once more, with Brown doing
the honor to put the game out of
reach. Jim Knickerbocker later
intercepted a pa
to halt a late
drive.
The Warrior outla ted the Wildcat 25-16 to celebrate a v1ctonou
Homecoming.
Bill Floyd's helmet award .

Warrior's purple-pride huddle.
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Bobby Ros

Jerry Morrison

Jeff Robbin

"There's omething very special about Friday night under the light
Knickerbocker

It's like a glorious dream come true."- Jim

Warriors Over ''Big'' Ca ts
A huge Paris WIidcat team
awaited to compete on the AAA
level against the Warriors on
eptember 29, 1978. Bonham had
one thing on it mind; to better its
record to 4-0.
The Wildcat cored fir t to give
them elves a 7-0 lead. But the tough
Bonham defen e did not allow
another point the rest of the
game.
t halftime, the Warrior talked
it up and came out of the dressing
room with fire in their eye . Bonham
put together a long drive in the 3rd
quarter, scoring on a pa play from

Billy Pringle to Mitchell Bennett.
In the 4th quarter, the Warrior
drove down the field, right through
the heart of the Pari defense. Bobby
Ro s caught a TD pa from 9 yd
out to end the scoring drive, putting
Bonham in the lead to stay.
Later in the game, Bonham
reached the 21-yd line where Jim
Knickerbocker kicked a 38-yd field
goal to end the coring in Bonham'
favor, 17-7.
The Warrior out-played the
much bigger Wildcats to win a very
hard-fought game.

Bonhi's wivel - hips in action.

Fullback
corner

Darryl White

Darryl

White

Warren Swann

turn

the

Bobby "Rock" Ross outrun a defender.

Jeff Green
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.. It ah, a) made me feel good to get KO'd b) ome big guy."

Jeft (,reen

Eagles Shot Down 35-14
I - ,e champion-to-be
Ih
adium for the 1fth
un adL \\ 10,
game o the season. One might remember that Bonham-De oto games have
proven to be do e a1 d ver~ e citing
nght d \\ n to the \\ ire. The I·agle
continuall) ho\\ed a tubborn defen e
to the\\ amor .
In the second quarter. \1ilton
Bro\\n co ted m from 6 ~ad l 11 to
L her
put the \\'arnor ahead 7-0
team cored a~ a111 111 the fir ha
The Fagles evened it up early 111 the
3rd quarter. 7-7. but Mitchell Bennett

and
Larry Richardson
Charles on the sideline

made a great leapmg catch to put the
Warriors back on top on1;e more.
After the l-agles tied the score again
111 the 4th quarter, the hard work that
the Warrior put in to the t renuou
practh.e. began to pal off. The
\\ arrior. opened up the game for three
more toud1down . Bennett caught
another touchdown pas~. Bobby Ro s
mtercepted a pa and ran it J · yard
for a toud1dmrn. and Darryl \\lute
made a I0-yard toud1dow n run to end
the coring in Bonham· favor. 35-14.

manager Marty

M ilton Brown

"We had a pretty good sea on except for the McKinney, Rockwall and Gaine ville games." - M1tc'1ell Bennett

Lions Stop Warriors

Lawton Langford

Edward Owens

Gib Barrow
Jim Dale and Bobby Ross

On October 13, 1978, two unbeaten teams went to war deep in
McKinney Lion territory. The
enemy, composed largely of the
same players who were on the
district co-championship team the
previou year, combined a mixture of
speed, trength and ize and was
favored to repeat their performance
again in district 6AAA.
Bonham had confidence going into
the game, but came up horthanded
in it bid to spoil the Lion's
homecoming.
Darryl White caught a 16-yd TD
pa s in the I st quarter to put the
Warrior in the lead, but the Lion'

1ze and strength enabled them to
shut down Bonham' offense, and
sneak by the defense for 32
points.
The Warrior fought until the end,
but could not overcome the Lions.
Bonham lo t 32-7 in a hard-hitting
grudge match.
A form of over-excitement had
befallen the Warriors before and
during the game. They proved to be
too keyed-up to play to their
capabilities. The core doe not
indicate the brand of football the
Warriors played in this traditional
rematch of long-time rival .

Brown gets loose again.

"To me, football \\a a chance to go out
it."-J1m Dale

and knock the crap out of omeone and get patted on the back

Warriors Tame Ponies
newcomer, and very much a
contender for the di trict title, the
Grape ine Mu tang
played the
Warrior on a warm fall evening in
October. The vi itor were di trict
champion the year before in their
previou di trict.
Defen e \\,a the name of the
game a Bonham forced Grapevine
to punt time and time again.
Late in the fir t quarter. Billy
Pringle threw a creen pa
to
Mitchell
Bennett \\,ho, after 45
yard· and everal defender later,
cored to put Bonham out front.
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Jeff Caldwell

ilton Brown cored on a I-yard
run in the third quarter to give the
Warrior a 14-0 lead.
Then Grapevine got on track,
coring twice in the third quarter,
knotting the game at 14-14.
But it wa Bonham that emerged
the victor in the end, by coring on
the Mu tangs late in the fourth
quarter. Pringle hit Bobby Ro
from 11 yard out to give the
Warrior a 21-14 victory.
Thi wa one of the Warrior •
mo t atl fymg victorie of
the
year.

Mike Haggerty

for

"The funniest thing that I remember about football is when Ru sell
cout team, wanted to take my place and coach the cout team."-

tephen , in tead of wanting to be on the
oach Gary

Rec

Rockwall Upsets Bonham
If there' one team that Bonham
doe not like, it i the Yellowjacket
from Rockwall. The Jacket were
one of the top team in the di trict,
adding to the rea ons for wanting
to beat them.
Bennett
Mitchell
peed ter
from Billy
pa
caught a hitch
Pringle, put on ome classy move ,
turned on his peed, and outran hi
0-yard TD.
defender for an
caught an
Bono
Jim
ophomore
et up
wa
which
,
pa
I I-yard TD
in
deep
n
interceptio
by Bennett's
frank

Welch take a hard h11.

Bill Floyd

Charlie

Manhart

Jacket territor).
Rockwall defen e tiffened howarrior'
hutting down the
ever,
offen e, while they themselve
truggled for 20 point during the
cour e of the game.
The Warrior' game plan became
uneffective in the econd half. The
game wa bitter!) fought till the
final gun, but it wa not to be on thi
cold Friday night.
arrior ,
Time ran out on the
end,
hort
the
on
them
catching
20-13.

"Football made my body hurt."

Gib Barrow

Bonham Traps Tigers
Bonham's offen e, which had been
relative!) in check the la t few
game , exploded for 42 pt . again t
the pesk) Terrell Tiger .
Mitchell Bennett opened the
coring for the night, catching a
15-)d TD pa
from Pringle, and
Milton Brown had a 4-yd TD run,
both in the I t quarter.
Jerr) Morri on intercepted a pa.
in the 2nd quarter, and a few play
later Bennett had his second core of
the night, a 10-yd TD pa .
In the 3rd quarter, Bennett, for
the third time, found the handle on
a TD pa , thi time from 17-yd

out.
Brown cored again the final
quarter on a I-yd run, and Bobby
Ros completed the coring for the
Warriors on a 23-yd run.
The Rockwall game tuck in the
mind of the Bonham player , giving
them that extra ingredient of hate
and enabling them to carry their
frustration out on the unfortunate
Tigers.
Bennett had 3 interceptions on the
night, contributing greatly to the
Warrior's 42-23 victory over the
Terrell Tiger .

Mike Haggerty gets a blocking a ignment from Coach A hby.

Bennett get loo e down the sideli ne.
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Brown runs fo r daylight.

Ben Lawrence

"Football eason was just too short."- Jeff Robbins

Warriors Drop Last Game
ext on the list were the Leopard
from Gainesville, a long-time archenemy of the Warrior .
A perennial powerhouse, the
Leopards were extremely tough this
season. They amassed 16 points in
the I t half, holding Bonham
scorele .
The Warriors did manage to core
on a 7-yd TD pa from Bill Pringle
to tight end Jim Bono late in the 3rd
quarter. They cored again later in

the game on an 80-yd pass to
Mitchell Bennett.
The Leopard
outlasted the
smaller Warrior
34-14. in a
traditional 6-AAA clash.
Gainesville ha long been noted
for their extremely physical brand of
football in northea t Texa . The
Leopard have gone to the AAA
tate Playoff the last two year •
which indicate their football playing ability.

Jim Bono

Larry Richard on

Jim Dale how

ome purple pride.

Darryl White charges downfield against the Leopard .
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"Pia ingon ... mall team mean g1\in> 120 on each pla}."

Jeff Knickerb< ·ker

J. V. 's Sho w Det erm ina tion
The )Car brought a great challenge
for the J\ • a it ha for the pa t
everal }CJ on the Junior Var it)
level at Bonhi. With a crew of 20 men.
the Brave were continuall) competing
again t team \\ith twil:e a many
player . The Brave \\ ere not mentally
afraid of thi deficit and fou ht ead1
opponen t br vely.
Though they were mall 111 i1e and
number. the Brave
con tmually
charged into each game \\ith reat
pride and determinauon. pre ing the
oppo ition 11110 contenti on for each
and every ame.
long\\ ith the other Bonham team .
the Braves adopted a new y tem for
the 197 sea on. Upon completion of

the hot and strenuous two-a-day and
pre ca on workout , the JV' learned
toe e ute the llC\\ offen e and de fen e
with preci 1011.
,\ real deal of mental tou hnes
\\ a required of the Brave . In their
po Ilion at the bottom of the totem
pole, the) reLeived all of the unpl ,1 nt
ta k su h a cttmg breaks behind the
arsity, shagging punt and Kickoffs,
and "grabb111g a dummy " after workout.
Although their 2 record doe n't
indicate a winning ea on, the manner
in which they battled every Thur day
night poke for it elf. There i no
replacement for desire.

Bottom to Top. Left to Right K Haye • M . Bennett, J. Knickerbo cker.
F Wilhelmi, B. Barnett. (Row 2) R. River , J Jone .
J Caplinger , T. Rush, M mith, . Hilger(Ro w 3) B pindle, J . Wiggins.
D
orn , J Williams, J
astle. (Row 4) J . 'e"'ell,
P. Hodge, T. Hubbard, M
hull, R. Hubbard, K. Mendenha ll, R
iler
I 54

"Being a JV has taught me di cipline, responsibility, and the importance of working toward goal .-Richey
Rivers

I. QB Jimmy Wiggin turn up on an option
play

2
2. Michael mith, the tailback, breaks into
the open field.

4
3.

mith breaks through the line a
linemen move in for blocking.

4. Richie River
pur uit

3

and Marie

hull

tn
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the

hot

Tht

1978

ts Just one step toward my goal of playing pro

ball.- Jon St nlcy

Freshmen
197 wa the la t year that there
wa to be a Fre hman Football
Team a uch. Beginning with the
1979 ea on, there will be a
Fre hmen- ophomore team known
a the "B" Team.
Thu , a the la t Fre hman team,
they boa ted a well-balanced attack.
The line did a great job of opening
hole and holding up the pa ru h
to enable the running back to break
loo e, and give the quarterb ack time
to et up and find hi receiver .
Coach "Tank"
el on, a newcomer to Bonhi, led the team to a
4-5-1 record while working them on
fundamental ,
dt ciphne,
and
port man htp.
Kell}

elm goc up for a pass reception.

BOTTO'v1 TO TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT- B.
William , M Charle (Row 2) oach Dowler,
R. Templeton, K. Roundtree, J. Evan , K.
Brigg , . Bogar, K. Winkler, oach el on.
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(Row 3) K elm , B. Ka per G Barrow, D.
Wyatt, R Pnngle, M impson, Coach Love.
(Row 4) M Devenport, S Littleford, J.
Wilkerson, M Rushing, L Rich, Allen, D.

Whue (Row 5) D Dorough T Davi ,
arder, J tanley, W. Toland, K Darwin, B.
Barne ,
Denni .

to
B} the way the fre hman team acts and plays I think we can go all the way

tate our enior year.-Stc ve

\lien

I ( o.1d1

•I on give advice to Lynn Rt h.

2
2. Richard Pringle head for the goal line.
3 Darrell W\atl brea loo e for a nice gain
· again t Giine ville.

3
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Glen Hay

Varsity Roundballers Play
Under New Hea d Coach
Varsity Ba ketball took on a
different twi t thi year, the new
brain being a man from rhngton
Lamar High School, Coach Dowler.
Moving to a smaller chool, Coach
Dowler found the height on the
Bonham team under that of what he
was u ed to, but found that the
hu tie, de ire, and phy ical fitne s in
our athlete equal or better that of
player from other chool .
Struggling to a 3-21 eason, the
Warrior never got out-played , but
often seemingly out-manne d. However, in the Bonhi tradition, they
kept their heads up, always looking
to improve them elve . Coach
Dowler kept them alive in practice,
Thi was a hard, frustrating eason for not
only me but all of u . I learned a lot thi year
and even though our record wa o terrible
I till cnJoycd it.
- Mylc
hocklcy
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jokingly calling them "hackin' dog "
for their tyle of play.
enior Mitchell Bennett, Myle
Shockley, Glen Haye , Scott Caldwell, Charle
ace, and Craig
Hoo all contribute d to the team'
effort during their final basketball
ea on at Bonhi.
Di trict 6-AAA recognized the
talent of ome of the Warrior ,
giving them All-Di trict honor .
Picked on the 1 t team was Senior
Myle Shockley, picked on the 2nd
team wa senior Mitchell Bennett,
and receiving Honorable Mention
were sophomore Jim Bono and Jeff
Wallace.

Well, it wa n't the year I citpected, but one
thing' for sure, the team a a whole learned
a lot and became cl er a a unit. When you
lo c a much a we did, you have to become
cl c a well a humorou . We had a good
team and a good coach in Ed, but the other
di trict chools had great teams That' the
way the hackin' dog bounce
colt Caldwell

Myles Shockley

Melvin Stuart

ace, J. Wallace, J . Bono, M Shockley, G. Hayes, S Caldwell, Bottom Row, Lt. to Rt.
Top Row, Lt. to Rt.
Hoek . Brent William , Mgr.
M Bennett,

Matt

impson, Mgr.,
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I remember when we went to Rockwall, Stevie Mayberry forgot his uniform."- Moo~e Cranfill

J. V. 's
Eye Future
The player described their new
Jr . Var ity basketball coach, Mike
hby, a patient, encouraging, and
understanding. When a ked to
evaluate their eason, the Braves
tated that the year wa ucce ful
through the tandpoint that it wa a
learning experience. Al o, they
found out the importance of giving
I 00% on each play.
The games that stuck in their
mmd the longe t were the game
against Clarksville, which wa the
fir t victory of the sea on, and the
game again t Rockwall which, even
though they were defeated, tood out
becau e of the calibur of ba ketball
they played.
Bruce Cranfill at the free throw line for
the Brave .
2
a fa t break with

Back Row, L to R: Coach Ashby , L Shaw, J. I· pley, S Mayberry , B. Cranfill, M. Dunlap, B. Louis. I· ront Row , L to R: J. Rayford, V Smitt
I . Wilhelmi.

Roundball!

I Lamon haw pull up and hoots from the
outside
2. Van
m h hoot a jumper o\·er a
defender
3. "Moo,c•· Cranfill drive through the
dcfcn c for a la)'-up.
4. Coach
hby di cu. es the game trateg)
~ith hi player during a time-out.
5 Jame Epic) g
up for a rebound ~h1le
Moo c get ready for a pa .

didn't play a good as \\e hould
We did pretty good thi year, but it eem like when everythin g got tight, we
have. - K e1, el

Frosh Hoopsters
Drive Towa rd
Success
el on led hi
Coach Tank
fre hman ba ketball team to a 6 win,
ea on. Three of tho e tough
lo
victorie came in di trict play.
The player felt that they had a
good ea on, but didn't alway play
up to their full potential . However,
they do feel that they are definatel y
part of the future of Bonhi athletic ,
which i a terrific way to go through
high chool. looking forward to
active
by
Bon hi
helping
participa tion.
Playing in the deciding game of
the Di trict Champio n hip again t
the Terrell Tiger really tand out
in the memorie of the Freshmen ,
although their lo in the la t 30
econd wa really a letdown.
The e young men have a long way
to go before they graduate and many
great thing are expected of them.

Allen,
Back Row, L to R: Coach elson,
Mgr., D. Wyatt, B. Barne , D Dorough, R.
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game they told Richard to take
I remembe red when we played Pari , they all wanted to tart a fight. After the
off daddy' u pender . -Darrell Wyatt

4

I. The fr hman bench clo
action .
2. Darrell Wyatt get read)
throl'< .
3. Brett Barne pa . . e to a
fa . t break.
4 Kelly • ' elm concentrat

2

3

cly folio"'

the

to hoot a free
teammate on a
on the ball .
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I like girl · basketball in Bonham because it give me and many other girl a chance to be in sports and be an
active part in the athletic program of our chool. It give u recognition in school activitie
· uzanne Si k

Hard Work Pays Off For Varsity Girls

78-79 VARSITY WARRIORETTES Back Row: L to R--Coach Vicki Bums, Valerie Bailey, Carla Dorrough, Lori Wh1 enhunt, Cindy Glaser,
Stat man Randy Bowen, Coach Mike Re e Front Row: L to R-Glenda Barnes, Kelli Taylor, uzanne i k. Manon Dunlap, ·anette MacConnell,
Terry Cole

Cindy Glaser trugglcs for possession of the ball

The Var ity Warriorette completed the '78 Ba ketball sea on with
a record of 12 win and 17 lo es.
The mo t valuable player, a cho en
by the coache at the All- ports
Banquet, was enior forward, Cindy
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Glaser. Lori Whisenhunt and Cindy
Glaser were also chosen for 2nd
team All District forwards. Marion
Dunlap received an honorable
mention.
anette MacConnell

I get a good feeling when I'm on the court.

Cindy Glaser

Lori Whisenhunt

Marion Dunlap fights for a rebound

Karol Jones drives through two defenders

Suzanne

ik
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It' a good feeling to know that you are a part of a hardworking team and that with more hard work you can
advance to a Varsity team. -Melanie Lewi~

JV Warriorettes Finish Season 3-6

7 -79

R

JV WARRJORETIES Back Row: L to R oach Vicla Bum, Sonya Rayford, Melan
Front Row: L to R--Glenda Barnes, Deneen Givens, Jean Cole, Mary Manning, Terry

Lisa Ros get in position against an opponent
The JV Girl's Basketball team
finished the 1978 season with a
district record of 3 wins and 6 losses.
The leading pacesetters in overall
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points for the JV Warriorettes were
Melanie
Lewis
and
Sonya
Rayford.
Battling for the ball

lo ') It'

omething- it' o.k. if you've done your be t but if you weren't doing your be t, it hurt .-Deneen

Crowding in for ~ i o n .

Melanie Lewi goe up for 2.

Lisa R

Mary Manning and Becky Hagerty dribble on down the court.
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The pring of 1979 brought
another ba eball ea on to BH , and
ba eball fever
oon caught on .
everal fan turned out to watch the
\! amor at each game, giving the
pla)'er a lot of encourage ment. The
Warrior did not eem to get
everything together until the di tnct
race tarted Then they managed to
put their ba eball talent to u e by
beating Terrell in the I t half of
di trict and a olid Grapevine team
in the 2nd half. There were everal
other very clo e game that the
Warrior
imply could not pull
out.
Brent

dams slides back safely.

,..

T
Jeff Robbin

Myle Shockley end Charle
ba e.

ace to 2nd

Milton Ru hing,
tan Littleford, Greg
Barrow, Donnie Baldwin, tephani nead,
and Jill Dale.
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Jeff Knickerbocker

Again this year the Warrior
played on the VA ba eball field,
disappointed that their new field at
the High School, began two years
ago, was not yet fini hed . Despite
often soggy cond1t1ons and ho tile
softball league , the Warrior managed to almo t complete the
season.

John Littleford

Gib Barrow

Kevm Darwin
Coach Ashby

1979 WARRIOR BASE BALL
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Warrior Thinclads Run To
I it po 1ble for a group of young
men to qualify for the Regional meet
m Denton for 3 con ecutive year ?
nd i it po ible for the e young
men to qualify at Regional for the
tate meet in u tin for 3 con ecut1ve year ? And i it po sible for
the e young men to unbelievably
WI
the tale meet 3 con ecutive
time from 1977 to 1979? Ye
it I
po ible. The fa te t time at the
1979 tate meet
400 meter
relay wa
turned m by Jerry
Morri on, Bobby Ro • Milton
Brown, and Mitchell Bennett from
Bonham High chool.
Bobby Ro wa the only new face
from la t year' relay team. He took
on the chore of running the 2nd leg,
while the other three member held
their po ition from la t year. Thi
wa the third traight year that
Bonham ha been 0. I in the tate
of Texa • or tate Champion , in the
400 meter relay.
~1ilton Bro\\ n

400 meter Relay Team indicate their place standing at
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tale Meet in Au tin.

Ano ther Successful Season
of the 1979
Many member
Warrior track team turned in
1mpre ive and often urprisingly
well-done performan ce this year in
track and field during the spring.
The 1978 3A I 00 yard da h
champion, Mitchell Bennett, anchored the print relay, ran the JOO
and 220, and long jumped . Although
hampered by seriou muscle pull , he
ran well during the eason and at the
r
Regional and State meet .
Milton Brown, the under-rate d
sprinter, came on to do a urpri ingly well done job thi year in the
I 00, 220 and sprint relay. He
qualified for Regionals in all three
r. Frank Welch turned out
event
to be one of the di trict' top O yd.
dash men. He placed second at the
district meet and fourth at Regional . He al o ran the I t leg of the
mile relay team.

Mitchell Bennett

Jim Bono

Jim Knickerbock er
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nother Bonhi printer, Jerry
Morri on, ran the I 00 and 220, and
qualified for Regional and tate in
the print relay, running the I t leg.
Jeff Green ran the mile for the
Warrior . He had everal good
outing th1 year The team' d1 cu
thrower, Billy Pringle, improved
each week and placed m everal
meets. Bobby Ro , the 2nd leg of
the print relay, wa al o a long
jumper, high Jumper,
hot an
a toundmg 6'5" during one pomt of
the ea on He won econd place at
Di trict, qualifying him for Regional where he placed fifth He wa
al o the 3rd leg of the mile relay.
The hurdler thi year wa Jim
Knickerbocker who placed lower
than fourth only one time thi year
in the 330 yard intermedia te hurdle .
He al o ran a good 2nd leg of the
mile relay. The Warrior' fine
quarter miler, Larry Richard on,
wa one of the be t in di trict
6- AA. He anchored the team'
mile relay which bettered it time
each week. The mile relay team cut
28 second off of their beginning
time during the cour e of the
ea on.
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Bobby R

Myl

hocklcy

Billy Pringle

Bonham High School's track
coach, Jon Milstead, has had
winning seasons since he came to
Bonham three years ago.
The 1979 season was uncertain at
times, due mostly to injuries. But
when important members were out
of action, or just hampered by
injuries, the character of the team
surfaced in fine fashion; the other
members simply put out that much
more effort to compensate for the
team's lo s.
The Warriors were a little short
on manpower, compared to previous
numbers on Bonhi track teams, but
not on talent. The Warriors represented Bonhi well on the track again
this year, but, those who know the
sport, have began to expect it.

Larry Richardson
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The mo t memorable moment of track to me wa
121.
S 1Jr.i \\ ilh,um

Deneen Given start off the

print relay .

Lady Thinclads
Show Dedication
A k any girl who run track how
he feel , and he will tell you
TIRED The rea on being the long,
hard hour of practice put in each
day during track sea on by the e
dedicated young ladie . Patiently
they worked and strived to improve
themselve each week.
Coach Mike Reese, along with hi
a 1 tant coach, Vicki Burris, contantly urged the girl on to fa ter
time or longer jump or throws.
At the di trict meet, Warriorette
Manon Dunlap qualified m both the
100 and 220-yard da he for the
regional meet in Denton. Su anne
Si k went a the alternate. Marion,
who went la t year a a freshman,
will have till two more year at
Bonhi. u anne is also a ophomore
thi year.
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the fir t week running the long cros -country down highv.a}

My

greate t achieveme nt wa

learning how to do the long jump for the first time.-

Delia Dunlap

J. Cole, S Ander on, M
BACK ROW· L TO R: Coach Vicki Burri , K. Towery, Mgr., D. Powell, S Sisk, L. Morrison, L. Ross,
Mgr. FRO T ROW, L. TO R
L. Hen on, T Bogar, D. Dunlap, L. Elliott, C Medcalf, D. Given , Coach Mike Ree e, R. Rayford,
D. Mill , C haw, M. Lewi , 8 . Haggerty, S Williams, M. Dunlap.

u an John
race.

anticipate

the

tart of her

Mary Manning and Cry ta) Medcalf circle the track in another hard, long race.

I enjoy being on the tenm team becau e it i the port I play be t. I wa hoping to go further in di trict than
raig Hook
I did but that' the break

Tennis
Team
Swings Into
Action
I. The girl that make up the tenni
team are, front row Tracy
her)'l
Hook • Cindy Hope,
Bryan. and Diane Bryan Back
row \.11chele John on, Li a
Crittenden. Beth London, Brenda
Kennedy, Cindy Gia er. and
Carolyn Clayton
2. Player, Cindy Gia er how fierce
determination in her game
3. Coach Eddie Dowler offer Craig
on-the-court
some
Hook
strategy.

2

3
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I like the competi tion of being on the tenni

I. Hard work and lot of practice i
what it take to be good o Beth
London i keeping in hape.
Bob
overcom e
2. Fru tration
on
look
Barne
Beaird a Kevin
d.
collecte
remaining cool and
3 heryl Bryan readie her elf for
a tough game.

team - Brenda Kennedy

4. Male team member are, front
row Jay Am tutz, Craig Hook ,
Kevin Barnes, Bill Gore. Back
row- Glen Haye , Eddie Johnon, Lynn Haye , Bob Beaird, and
Randy Bowen .

J

4
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enjoy the game , the togetherne , and the unity I feel when playing volleyball.- Kelly McRae

Volley ballers
Have a
Surprisingly
Good Year
The girl' var ity volleyball team'
ea onal record wa 7-6 while their
di trict record wa 5-3. At the orth
Lamar Tournament, they received a
econd place trophy which wa the
fir t trophy Bonham' volleyball
team ha ever won Bonham' mo t
exciting game wa when they played
again t Rockwall, in Rockwall.
Coach ick1 Burri and her team did
not expect to win thi game, but they
played their be t and came out
victoriou . The mo t valuable player
wa Terri Cole, who was the 1 t
team all-zone. Delma Mills wa the
leading piker; Cher)'l Hilger, Terry
Cole, and Delma Mill were the
leading corers. Bonham tied for 2nd
in zone.

The girl' var ity volleyball team watche inten ively a their teammate compete.

'7 -79 Purple Warrior's girl' var ity volleyball team Back Row, L to R. oach Vicki Burris, Mgr Ginger Walker, Terry Cole, Delma Mall .
Cheryl Hilger, andra William , Glenda Barne , Mgr Becky Adam , Peggy McCalman, LeeAnn McAnally, Kelly McRae, Kim Wix, u an
John , Kathy Milhollen, Tina Fuller, Latonna Jones, Debra Powell

J learned good

port man hip, respect, and togethernes from my volleyball eason.-Becky Va ught

'78-79 Purple Warrior' Girl JV Volleyball team BACK ROW, L TOR Coach Vicki Burri , Crystal Medcalf, Carla Broo , Cynthia Wyatt,
onya Rayford , Donna Milhollen, MIDDL ROW, L TO R. Renee Rayford, Li a Ros , Becky Vaught, FRO T ROW, L TO R: Laura
Mendenhall, Deneen Given

JV's Gain
Valuable
Experience
Though the tatt tics weren't
good, Bonhi' JV volleyball girls,
con 1 ting mo tly of fre hmen,
gained valuable experience competing again t area team composed of
upper cla smen They exhibited
great potential and look forward to
a succe sful year on varsity.
Among their pre- ea on games
was a win over Mt. Vernon, 15-5 and
their mo t exciting ea onal match
was with Terrell in which they Io t
by a 6-pt. margin.

oach Burri

gives in truction to the team.
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Clubbers Str oke Again
The club yielder of Bonham High
chool. a ver) unm1 takable group
of fellow • had a trying year on the
green · and fairway of the golf
cour e · in our di trict. enior Ben
LaMenc e and Billy Pringle hot low

·core all year long, while Bobby
Campbe ll, Richard Pringle, and T.
Moore had their bright pot during
the year
teve Hembre e coached
the golfer thi year. teaching them
new and better method .

Bobby Campbell and T Moore
Billy Pringle

•

I

I

•
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Richard Pringle and

oach Hembree

T. Moore

Pep
Rallies
Unite
Bonhi
I like the pep rallie because I like
the creaming. It give me a way to
get out all of my anxietie .
Leann Donohoe

Darryl White, Warren

wann, Jame Epley.

I enjoy the pep rallie because
they give the chool lot of pint and
get the year going.
Terry Cole
For eleven week Bonhi' gym wa
the center of attention on Friday
mornings. That was when all of the
cla es gathered together to boost
our athletes toward a victory. Pep
rallie provide ome of the be t
memories of high school day
because that i one time when all of
the cla e are working for a united
cause. There 1 competition for the
spirit stick and the park plug, but
overall, the main purpo e is to show
support for the variou teams.

Roundballers, Myles

hockley, Bruce Cranfill, Jeff Wallace, Jim Bono, Steve Mayberry.

Jim Knickerbocker

Dedication Was Them e of
Jerry '\i1oore, head football coach
at
orth Texa · tale
ntver it),
wa the gue t peaker at Bonham
High
chool' fir t
nnual
IIports Banquet.
native of Bonham, Coach Moore tre ed dedication, hard work, and belief in one'
elf a · \.\-ay to emerge ucce fut in
our daily hve The e characten tic
are e enual in every pha e of life,
whether 1t be in growing up, a a
parent, or in athletic .
Thi wa the fir t year to have a
banquet honoring both fall and
pring port , covering every athletic
event at Bonh1
II of the tudent participating in
the port \.\-ere recogntzed, and
everal received plaque and troph1e
for out landing performance
in
their port Recipient of the award
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were FOOTS LL- Brent dam ,
Mitchell Bennett, Milton Brown,
Jim Dale, Bill Floyd, Ben Lawrence,
8111) Pringle, Jeff Robbin and
Daryl White. BA K TB LLMyle
hockle) and indy Gia er.
B
B LL- Gib Barrow and Jim
Kmckerbock er. TR
K '\i11tchell
Bennett, Milton Brown, Manon
Dunlap
and
uzanne
1 k.
VOLLEYB ALL Terry
ole.
TE
I
Craig Hook and Brenda
Kennedy
The PROGR
ITIZ
AW RD went to Delma Mill and
M1tchell Bennett.
the male and female
HIP OF THE
RD
Billy Pnngle and

Bill Pringle and Cindy Gia er

Terry

ole

All Sports Banquet

Craig Hooks

Leldon Cox presents awards to Mitchell Bennett and Milton Brown .

Part of the recipient of the awards gathered to display their plaques for the new media, and attentive parent .
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uperintcn dcnt

Zcalou Trout

cc.

Pat Reece, Bookkeeper -

Wynell Mc lure,

htrlcy Manhart

Row- Ray A hlock
chool Board : Top Row - Harry Barne , Tommy Turner, Glenn Daniel , Jerry Hope; Bottom
Burnett- Pre 1dent, Joy Owen - Vice Pre ident

Aubrey Conley- Plan A Director

James Griffith - Vocational
Director

Education

Delores Baber -

ecretary, John

Curriculum Director

What
Doe s Bein g
A Counselor
Mean to
You?
It is a good feeling to be able to provide
information which tudent eek concerning
their high chool, college, and career choices.
As 1sting in deci ionmaking in private live ,
e ·tabli hing value and atta1mng goal are
ver) rewarding e~perience . It i gratif)ing to
know that mo t tudent u e my ervice
becau e the} want to; and 1t i even nicer to
be of service to them .
Lanelle outherland

believe that God ha a plan for each of
our hve . 1 don' t pretend to know Ht total
plan for m 1 life but I do believe the plan
included my wor ing a the Vocational
Coun. elor at Bonham High chool. My job
here involve helping people make deci ion
ba ed on a man} relevant fact a can be
found . The e deci ion concern per onal life
a well a career and educatlonal planning. A
coun elor' Job then i one of a helper and 1
enjoy helping other .
Jerry Good

Career Counselors
Shed New Light
On Futures
Career coun eling help tudents
ee the purpo e of their cla. room
tudie and aid them in etting
reali tic life goal .
Gayle Cullar
Helping tudent find informat ion
for importan t life deci ion give a
en e of purpo e and gratificat ion
Jo Jone
B1II

r loyd.

Jennipher Robbins. Jo Jone , Debbie Beall, and Julie Wilhelmi toured

TSL,

eemg tudent come in who are
really intere ted in their future by
a king que tions and eeking olution ha been a rewardin g experience for me.
Tanya Crittende n
Bonhi tudent have been ver)
fortunate for the la t three years to
have Gayle Cullar, Jo Jone , and
Tanya Crittende n in the Career
Guidance office Many tudents,
e pec1ally enior , have been enlightened on po ible college and career
opportun itie . The computer located
in the career guidance office receive
an wer to ju t about any que t10n
a tudent might have.
County Career Coun elor, Gayle Cullar offer
many ugge tion to tudent .

areer ounselor Jo Jone and ecretary Tanya
career fields for students.

rittenden provide many lead to potential

Nolan AshIIlore

•

•

•

A Friend

Answering phone calls from concerned parents is part of Mr. Ashmore's job.

on in concern for the football
team.

Among the many duties of principal is signing the many contracts that pass through his
office

To be a principal, you mu t have
the knowledge upplied by teaching
and a college education. To be a
"good" principal you need patience,
understanding, and a willingness to
Ii ten to the problems of other . You
need to help cheer on the faculty,
tudents, parents, and even share
190

their tears in moment of adne .
To be a good principal i to be olan
hmore.
He i known among the tudent
and faculty as a friend. tudent will
long remember this friendship and
leadership as bright spot in their
four years of high school.

Jaines Dawson

•

•

•

Dedica ted

vice-principal must be willing to
make the school the maJor focus in
his life, devoting the time it take to
and act1v1 tie
blend academic
together into a profitable educational experience. He must aid in all

form of d1 c1phne a to make the
administration respected by the
tudent body. He must have great
qualitie such a dedication, concern,
and trength. We have uch a man
as this in Jame Daw on.

-

"8 teachers late from their coffee break!"
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Teachers Are People, Too!

V. Burri
Psychology

K . Cox

E. Dowler
Hi tory

W Eagleton
Math

D

Jan Turner
J . Farris
Bldg. Trades

B. Godbey
Auto Mech.

D Goodwin

T. Hou ton
Librarian

Ag.

G. Jenkins
VOE
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Mike Wbi enbunt

D. Jones
PVAC
Ken Cox

Oneta Spangler

Charlie Karn

What Have
Your
Students
Taught You?
They have taught me that I don't
know a much a I think I do.
Glenda Meador
I

lv1zo

To be able to share my life with
other .
-Thelma Hou ton
o day will ever be without surprise,
JOY and happines as a teacher unless I
refu e to let my elf enjoy the e things
brought by my tudent .
Tank el on

That tudent houldn be udged on
e of the
chola tic performanct.
be t human being that I know did not
do well in my clas es.
-Gene Willi
That re pect cannot be demanded, but
must be earned.
- Lu Verne Leatherwood
To question where. when, why and
how a tudent ju t "must" get out of
clas .
-Rebe1..ca Knight

I enjoy all the different lives you come in contact with each day throughout the chool year as a teacher.

alee

Reece

A. Alvizo
Band

M Ashby
c1ence

E. Baggerly
Chemi try

V. Bowden
Cosmetology

Earl Baggerly

Y Brown
Home Economics

Rebecca Knight

Bob Biggers
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Walter Eagleton

Joanne MacConnell

Stanley Richardson

What Are
Your Fondest
Memories?
. . . the year a hydroge n generato r
explode d in the chemi try lab of
which I wa the mstructo r .
Walter bcleton
The working nd learning with the
cheerlea der ha been rewarding! Ju t
and hellos arc all
the pcctal 11111
rcat. The mum at H mccomi ng wa
a pc ial treat.
Jenn~ Trout
When a tudent enjo} my da and I
see them grow to adult and come
back to vi it me and together we recall
thin that happene d in our la ) ear
ago 1 what it' all about.
Joann . 1acConnell

Jame

ho.: Icy

. .. wa \\ hen I coached bo · ba kctball at l· ctor dunng World War II
becau c all the men were gone. The
boy would bnn me a tamp for
then father · trador o we could o
in my car to play ball.
Ont ta p .. ngler
ha in in thee. itcmcnt of tudcnt
wh > kno\\ they pcrfom1 well and who
receive a lot of applau e: example
enior Play. the tirst pcrfomrn ncc
Phtll p Ca\\Cll
The mile on the face of tudent
when they feel accompl i luncnt and
when they ccm to say "Thanks tor
acccpun g me a an ind1v1dual."
Yvonne Brown
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Don Love

Gene Willi

El01 e Sisk

My mo t embarrassing moment
was when I got my tongue tangled
up while explaining about dictatorship and the word that came out
was X-rated. I tried to keep talking
in hope that no one had noticed, but
one of the students raised his hand
and a ked me to repeat the word.
-Gene Willi

David Goodwin

C. Karn
Art

D. Kelley
ivic

Gary Rees

R. Knight
nglish

L. Leatherwood
Engli h

J. Lockhart
cience

D.Love
Health

J. MacConnell
Homecoming

G.Meador
Library Aide

Kenneth Co,c

D. Murray
ICT

J. Mil tead
VEH

Tomagene

nead

What is
Your Most
Unique Teaching
Experience?
I walked into my room and found
that omeone had removed every piece
of furniture . There wa nothing left
except ome paper on the floor.
- Gene W1lhs
The fir t day I taught chool I told my
fir t cla s all the World Hi tory in 15
minute . I realized that I needed to
know more for I had 179 days, 5
hour and 45 minutes of chool left
that year.
Mike Whi enhunt
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What Do You Enjoy About Being a Teacher?

John Lockhart

Yvonne Brown
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Jenny Trout

B Pringle
Coach

Being able to work with young people and to help them if I can.- M1ke A hby

Thelma Houston

Happy Wallace

M. Reece
Typing

Virginia Bowden

Phillip

eawell

What Was Your
Most Embarrassing
Moment ?
P Seawell
Choir

not printable!
-Walter Eagleton

Coming back to
pregnant.

hool six months

-\1argie Rushing
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Dora Kelly

C

---

Homemaking

J. Trout
Phy Ed

H Wallace
gnculture

E William
pani~h

----

David Murray

What Makes
a Good
Teacher?
Being products of a social environment, we tend to emulate each other
in order to gain social acceptance or
reward. It is not so much that people
are good teachers, as much as we are
frail individualists attempting to
cope by example.
-Charlie Karn
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Mike A hby

Bobby Godbey

Gail Orndoff

Jon Mil tcad

Ken Williams

Glenda Meador

Eddie Dowler

L. William
ide

K. William
Phy . Ed .

A good teacher i one who ha the

ability to Ii ten to their tudent and
offer advice when asked for it.
-Dana Philhp

G Wilh
History

M. Wood.on
Engli h

When I fir t tarted teaching, I
thought patience wa the mo t
important virtue, but now I've
found that patience doe n't alway pay off
-John Lockhart
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Margie Ru hing

Junior

Favorites
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Fr esh nia n
a
V
0

r
•

i

t
e
s

tan Littleford
Terri Long
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PVAC Show
Off Their
Skills
The PV C Cla
teache
prevocational kill and per onal care, and
ocial adJu tment designed to prepare
the tudent
for entry into the
vocational adju tment cla .
The goal of the Pre- ac program i
to have the tudent learning job kill
such a ; Janitorial, Horticulture,
earn tre , Food ervice The Preac program 1 a tepping tone for the
handicapped to the Vac program.

Mr . Wilham

helps ome of the girls who are making a quilt .

Their favorite things at BHS arc pep rallies and assemblies.

Herc the boy

how off their gardening skill .
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The boys show Mrs Jenkin and Mrs. Reece their equipment.
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DeQuita McDonald was just one of the many members who helped give parties for variou occa
ion .
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Loo ing

or

p cc
by John D nvcr

0 FICER
LA
JR
anette Mac onnell
President
Vice Pre ,dent Emily Landers
Secreta ry Karen Dunlap
Trea urer Wade York
Reporte r Kelley McRae

Being a junior mean that we're almost at the climax of our education, and that we're old enough to dep nd on
our elve . - Billy pmdle

Jame
leunder
hern le a nder
ju tin Bailey
Glenda Barn
Kevin Barne.
Ken Barr

Carlon Ba
Diane Bivin
Tammy Bogar
Le lie Booth
Randy Bowen
Fran Boit

ovetta Branch
Wanda Brigg
im Brown
Jeff Caldwell
Beverly Call
Carla Campbell

Karla Capehart
Ronnie Caplinger
Diana Cardwell

Li a Clark
Jane Claitton
Jim Cosgrove

Gay Coit
Mark Curry
Jill Dale

Ru ty Davis
Cynthia Dawson
Carla Dorrough
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I wonder what note this is.

s we order our nngs and plan the Junior- enior, everything eem

to go faster that it should.- K1m

Hale

And they call this a pep rally???

Karen Dunlap
Dana Ea Icy
David Eaton
uzannc Elliott
ary
Davy
David Feagan

Tina Fuller
Jim Gantt
Kri Garrison
Ted Givens
Greg Gia er
Bill Gore

Steve Granger
Dec Graves
Mike Hagerty
Kim Hale
Lee Hamby
Deneen
Hamilton

Kent Hamilton
Mary Lynn Hayes
David Hensley
Jan Hicks
hanc Hilger
beryl Hilger
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Being a Junior mean · nearing the end of a lot of year of hard work and ju t coming to the beginning of
of ant1c1pation for the year to come.- aria ampbell

Eric Holder
' te\·e Holder
~el Holland

David Hollin
John Hollin
Todd Hubbard

coll Hunnicutt
Te ie John on
Julie John ton

Brad Jone
Deli a Jones
Karol Jones

Rhonda Jones
Kim Kavenaugh
Brenda Kennedy
Emily Lander
Liz Lane
Lawton Langford

Beverly Lawrence
Johnny Laycock
John Lmleford
Roger Lind. ey
Kim Lockaby
Bobby Louis

' annette
MacConnell
Peggy McCalman
Lee McDowell
Paula Mcfarlane
Teresa McGehee
Kelley McRae
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Being a Junior mean
u

as an example.-

a lot of re ponsibility for me becau e we have the fre hmen and sophomore

looking at

Paula Mcf-arlane

\.1• e McWhorter
teve \.1aybcrry
cott Meador
Kathy M1llhollon
Li a Morgan
Connie Moore

T \.1oore
Denni Mom
Elaine Murray
Deni e Owen
Edward Owen
Freda Phea

Li a Phillip
Glenna Pinkston
Ben Pohakoff
Tina Pol ton
Debra Pool
Mark Powell

Monte Rater
Brad Ratten
Pat Reed
Donna Rhine
Kelly Robbin
Tim Roberts

Bobby R
ikita Ro

Tim Ruh
Larry alma

Allen
Carla

A picture paints a thousand word .

cott
helley
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To me, being a junior i like being on that second tep from the top before being et out into the \\-Orld of grO\l.tn
up into full maturity of an adult. -J1II Dale

\1ark hull
Mike impson
id more
Tammy
Gary mith
Micheal mith
Billy pindle

Tcrc a tephcn
Ru ell tephens
"1clv n tcwart
Johnny towe
Timmy utherland
Warren wann

Randy windell
Joyce Taylor

Kennie Taylor
Jo nna Thra her

Dec Dee Ycldman
David Vermillion

Tcrc a Ye t
Pam Yin on

tewart Walker
Ronald Whited
Craig Wilban
Jimmy William
Prel>ton William
Coatnna Wil on
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Being a junior right now mean having to put up with all the enior getting clo er to graduation and feeling a
little bit more "grown up".- herie Winkel

Zelda Winche tcr
Cherie Winkel
Kim Wix
Jenny Woodruff
Li a Wright
Jc e Wyatt

OT PICT RED
Mark Dauster
Cecal Hall
Wade York
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Follow Your Dream
b

manda Bradley

Follow your dream . . .
take one tep at a time
and don't ettle for le ,
ju t continu e to climb.
Follow your dream . . .
if you tumble, don't top
and lo e 1ght of your goal,
pre

on to the top.

For only on top
can we ee the whole view,
can we ee what we've done
and what we can do,
can we then have the vi ion
to eek omethin g new . .
Pre s on, and follow your dream.
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OPHOMO RE CLAS
Pre ident- Roger Blackerby
uzanne 1 k
Vice Pre ident
ecretary- lit on Bono
Treasurer- Lori Whi enhunt
Reporter- Bruce Cranfill
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Being a

ophomore mean

going one

tep farther in my goal toward

Becky dam
Rhonda ker
andra Alexander

Donna lien
colt lmand
Richard ndrew

Lynne Ayer
Cindy Baber
Jerry Bailey
Lord, let u win the

Eric Baker
Don Baldwyn
Ann Ballard
Barry Barnet
Ray Barnett
Mark Bennett

Connie Bicknell
Roger Blackerby
Tom Blair
Vince Blanken htp
Mary Blanton
Phil Blevins

Gary Bond
Alli on Bono
Jim Bono
Cindy Bozeman
John Brians
Johnny Bnggs

Sheryl Bryan
Tommy Burnside
John Burrus
Patty Burrus
Kenneth Butler
Melanie Caldwell
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pirit tick.

maturity. -Juan

ewell

A ophomorc

a per on who

more re pon ible and able to cope with the school. It' not ju t having fun . -

( ind) ~ cOowcll

Mike Call
Jimmy Caplinger
Jeff Ca tic
Bryan Castleberry
Tcrc a Cate
Marty Charles

Julie Che hier
Dean Cirklcs
Carolyn Clayton
Rccnc Clayton
Greg Coldiron
Vince Co:it

Kenneth Craig
Bruce Cranfill
Bobby Crutcher
Diva Dale
Cody Davi
Deborah Davis

Sherrill Denny
Edna Dismang
Le he Dod on
Marcus Dunlap
Marion Dunlap
Jajuana Echols

Julie Edwards
James Epley
Susan Flower
orman Frazier
Kathy Freeland
Lorclla Fuller

You crazy American !
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Being a ophomore, I have a bigger re pon 1b1lity of being able to hold up our chool pride, and I only have tv.o
year more to get the mo t out of high chool
usan Flowers

all; Fuller
Rand\ Furtch
Ro~rt Gibb
Tern, Godbey
!\,fan, ·Goodgion
all} Gore

Gayle Griffith
Pam Hagerty
Dale Hasten
Cindy Haye
Kim Haye
Ctnd) Hazlew~

Laquetta Hen on
drian Hill
Phillip Hodge
nnette Howell
Lynnette Ho"ell
Richard Hubbard

Greg Hughes
Robert Ingram
Eddie John on
nnette Jone
Juan Jone
LaTonna Jone

Cathy King
Jeff Knickerbocker

Harold Kuhn
Melanie Lewi

Sheila Lewis
Trey Lind
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Eat your heart out Herb Albert!

Being a sophomore , mean representin g the tenth grade of Bonham High
class.-

chool and being a part of a fine ophomore

Kylc Sander on

Elaine I indaucr
Jan "1alonc

Kathy \ianhart
Janice \1art7

Ruth nn \icClurc
Cindy McDowell
An idle mind

the devil' work hop'

Morri McWhortcr
Kelley Mendenhall
Jackie Minnick
Karen Moody
Lei ha Moe
John Mo

Allan
Jeff
Vic
David
David
u an

Mulder
elm
cl on
om
Ohcr
Partain

Anil Patel
ancy Pike
Timmy Pin ton
Ruth Ann Poliakoff
Debra Powell
El.a Pran

Jimmy Pratt
Milton Purdy
tan Raper
Mike Rater
Juan Rayford
Renee Rayford
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The difference in being a ophomore and a fre hman
cla men. - Laquetta Henson

that we aren't treated like we are left out by the upper

Tere a Richards
Richey River
Jennifer Robbin
u an Robin on
Kyle andcr on
tevc colt

Juan
Richard
lfonso
Tony hclby
Chris Shelley
Donna hocklcy

We got spirit, yes we do, We got Spirit, how 'bout you!

Ricky Siler
Suzanne i k
Yan mith
Dudley Sorrells
Eloi c Skin on
Joe Stephen

Robert Stowe
Dorothy Taylor
Doyle Taylor
Kclh Taylor
Steven Taylor
Elizabeth Thoma
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The difference in being a sophomore and a fre hman is having a class under you, and feeling more a part of the
chool. - Jennifer Robbin

Pamela Titsworth
Deni e Todd

Jeff Towery
Karla Towery

Carol Turnage
Doris Waits
cc what grow

in your uniform when you don't keep it clean.

Ginger Walker
Jeff Wallace
Sherry Watkins
Becky Wee
Sherry Whaley
Byrle Whipple

Lori Whi enhunt
Sidney White
Jimmy Wiggin
Fred Wilhelmi
Gwen William
andra William

Oscar Wright
Cynthia Wyatt

Unittia Mae Wyatt
OT PICT RED
Dwayne Clement
arah John on

I didn't do it Kelly!
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b

J

my life.

nd I don't

tore

now

t
't that guide

a Ii ht that
I d n 't need to

here 1'
hine for me
end.

n

FR HMA
OFFICER
Pre ident
ole
Vice Pre 1dent Tim Davis
ecretary Jean Cole
Trea urer Charla Dodson
Reporter Butch Kasper
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\.1y emotion on the fir t day at Bonhi were that of nervou ne
room I wa about to enter- Jerry
ilker on

teve lien
Belinda Ba er
Brett Ba er
Johnny Barker
Brett Barne
Donald Barnett

Greg Barrow
andra Ba
teve Bell
Debbie Bennett
Chri Bird
ammy Bogar

Kenneth Brannum
Kampy Briggs
Carla Brooks
Charles Bruce
Diane Bryan
teve Burn

Leddy Carder

Dianne Carmack

Zina Carter

Chris Castle
Donna Che er
Janet Clark
Laura Clark
Tern Clement
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- not knowing what kind of teacher inhabit d t

My first day at Bonhi wasn't too bad. The teachers are o.k. and all the uppercla men were really nice and
helpful. - Rene Watkin,

Johnny Coldiron
Eric Cole
Jean Cole
Lisa Crittenden
David Cullar
Angela Cunningham

Jan Dale
Danna Daniel
Mark Dau ter
Kevin Darwin
Tim Davi
Rachel Daw on

Craig Denni
Mike Devenport
Mar ha Dicken on
Charla Dod on
David Dorough
Delia Dunlap

Ken Eaton
Li a Elliot
John Evan
Bryan Frazier
Angela Garri on
Gina Gilbert

Kathy G1 t

Deneen Given

Becky Hagerty
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\\ hen I fir t heard that L.
had

urv1ved I wa

H . Rather burned, I was tickled to death, but when Dorough told me that the teacher

really let down.-

Brent William

Donna Hale
Kath) Hale
Pam Hall
Brent Hamilton
David Harri on
J1mm 1 Herpeche

Greg Higgin
Bever!) Hilliard
Brian Hilliard
Trac, Hoo
Cindy Hope
Brad Houghland

Dana John on
Michelle Johnson
Jerra John ton
Butch Ka per
Enc Kavanaugh
Jimette Kerr

Kelh Vermillion came through a Valentine
Sweetheart.

I bet we've got more garbage than you do!

The burning of L. H . Rather was a terrible thing. We had some unique experiences but one of the good things
that happened was we all became closer friends .
Charla Dod on

Mycheale Kuhn
Danny Kinkade
Tina Lewis
Stan Littleford
Terri Long
Chuck Lowe

April McDonald
Kirn McDonald
Marla McDonald
Dawn McRae
Rhonda Manley
Mary Manning

Chrystal Medcalf
Laura Mendenhall
Donna Millhollon
Lyd Morrison
Peggy Mos
Zelda Mulder

Jerry Murphey
Kelly elms
Donnette Oliver
Darlene Parker
Ruth Ann Pharr
Kelly Phillips

Morna always told me there would be days like thi .
229

The fir t day at Bonhi I wa so confu ed about where to go or what to do, I was a little scared . But, it seemed
Lisa Jackson
o.k. when you knew there were others ju t as scared.

Janet Pierce
Dennis Pool
usanne Poole
orma Porter
Jon Price
Richard Pringle

onya Rayford
Connie Reeder
Roe Reeder
Lynn Rich
Judy Richard
Sherry Robert on

Kenny Roundtree
Milton Rushing
Debbie ang ter
Judianne Sewell
Carolyn Shaw
Lee Shelton

Kevin Simp on
Matt Simpon
Jon Stanley
Dwayne Stephen
Vernon Stephen
Tere a Stowe

Pam Jone , Angela Harwood, Jennifer Goodwin, Lisa Ross
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Last year at L. H . Rather we had ome hard time . We al o had ome unu ual experience , like the time omeone
chunked a bi cuit over the wall while we were having cla s in the lunchroom .- Jean Cole

Deanna windell
Chri lie Tarple}
Ron Templeton
Kelly Tit worth
Mike Titsworth
William Toland

Becky Vaught

Kelli

erm1lhon

Rene Watkin
Wilham White
Karen Wilbank
Jerry Wilker on
Brent William
Dara William

Kirt William
Wilham William on
Kevin Wm ler
~charle Wood
Barbara Wright
Derrell Wyatt

OT PICT RED :
Greg Curll
Jennifer Goodwin
Bobb} Hall
ngela Harwood
Jerry Raper
Ronnie Rencher
Li a Ro
Todd Rusell
Richard Whitworth

It" my turn no"'!
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All-School Favorites .

•

Myle

Jimmy Wiggin
" \.1R . BH
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•

cott Caldwell

Jim Dale

Ben Lawrence

hocklcy

Beh ind the Scenes

Deli a Jone

Jennifer Robbin

Bonhi Loses
Friend as Mrs.
Spangler Retires
r . On eta pangler, Engli h IV
and P ycholog)' teacher, i retmng
after many year in the Bonham
Independent chool y tern. In lo ing
Mr . pangler Bonhi is lo ing a
friend, a companion, and a great
teacher.
ot just a teacher of
English or psychology, but of life.
he believed in each of her student
and mo t important made them
believe in themselve .

RELIGIO
I'm a believer.
I believe in kids
Who ride their bikes
Without holding on.
I believe in the chances
We take.
To be complete
For one moment
With something we need.
And I believe in you,
Whoever you are.
I believe.
234

Merrit Malloy

Miss E - A Friend to All
Finishing high school at the age of fifteen,
M1 , l:thelleen William graduated from Ea t
he wa
nivcr ity when
tate
Texa
eighteen . he moved to Bonham in 1942 after
teaching in Bogota for four years .
Mi Ethclleen i, retiring thi year after 41
)Cars of teaching. Her fir t year at Bonhi she
drill team and cheerleader pon or. Over
w
the year he ha, been ponsor of ·pani h
lub. ·1udent C Junc,I, and either directed or
as , ted wllh the enior Play from 1952-1972.

Mi

lub to
Shl. has also taken the panish
"'1cx1co several times . Miss E. has been the
te cher of everal ubJe<.:l but pani h i her
main one.
"'11ss Ethelleen has et a fine Christian
he alway eager
example for her tudent
to lend a hand and has gamed the love and
re pect of her tudent because of her
indne and her care for each of her tudent .
11 E. -a friend to all .

E. and M r . Ph illips
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en1or pride is knowing that we
are the olde t and be t class in the
school and feeling we ought to get
some resp ct. Graduation means
being able to get away and meet
ome people before settling
down .
Jim Dale
My senior year .. a year full of
learning, fun, responsibilities, and
mo t of all . . memories
Debbie Beal I
Graduation is a time for pride, and
a time to show you are an independent re pons1ble person.
Cheri Veldman
BHS has been a place where
have learned alot about my
friends. It has given me experiences of working with a group
(band) and working out in public
(DE)
Darla eal
BHS means getting to be around
people your own age and having
good memories Students say they
hate the teachers and school, but
later in life they wish they were
still 1n BHS because they start
realizing how fast you really grow
up. But you can't go back to your
good old days at BHS
Randy P eler
238

ENTRAL
APT IST

I' m very proud to b a unifying
part of Bonhi . The teacher have
been a delightful part of 1t. I can ' t
really pick out a particular year,
for they have all been uper. During thi four year pan I have not
only increa ed my mind , but I
have met many an important peron and done many intere ting
thing . Graduation i a moment a
lot of people look forward to.
Myself, I wa not particularly
ready.
Milton Brown

583-4716
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MR. &
FF

fo me th1 chool i a way ot b ing
som body, going omewhere, a
way of improving myself. It's a way
oi meeting people, learning how
to live, work, and get along with
our surrounding s.
Daryl White
t--.Ay ov rail general opinion oi BH
1 that 1t is a very relax d , friend I ,
and competitiv high c,chool.
Tim H nnigan
Graduation m an growing up
and moving on to n w things . For
twelve years we have worked
toward one goal, and wh n we
complete that goal, It will give us a
sense of accomplish ment.
Lisa Reamer

E
GREE
HOU E
FLORIST
l 3 1 2 E th
583 8666

II Bonh1 an
a 10n "
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BAWC
"Let

u~

ake You

Deal"

58 3-5548
nte~

Bonham

Well, Bonham High chool certainly means for me a new thing in
many different way~, like new
people to meet, new language to
learn, new custom , different
classes and certainly a complete
new life for me I think BH is a
really good school where you go
to learn not to waste time and the
method of tudies is very intere ting
Cesar Mora Bowen

HAMILTON'S liEXACO
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BEAUTY
COTTAGE
H

242

78 orth
Bonham
58 3-4333
clda Bursell

JOANN'S
SP0RTSWEA

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK --::::=:=:=OF BONHAM

WISE FUNE
Burial
Protection

2 '

J

McKNIGHTS DRUG
A
CAFE1'ERIA
620

2

orth Main
58 -2121

B
HIRE'S
G OCERY CO.
2229

Center
Bo nh am , f exas

583 8822

PTO Works
for the
Betterment
of Bonham
High School

Bonham High chool is a place
where you can experience learning, teaching. tri ndship and the
feeling of b longing to something
great. Bon hi 1s a place \\. here 1f
you are looking tor trouble you
-. ill find it, It you are looking for
knowledge, friends and guidance
you will find it here Bonhi 1s what
you make it and want to be to
your elf and th people around
),OU.

hauna Baker
To me Bonh1 is a nice place. It i a
place wher th re are nice people- tudent a w II a teacher It
al o 1s a place for having good
t1mes--like the pep rallies on Friday
Tracey Brady
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HARO

Y'S

D

OTASC

ER
RE
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583-55

DARO AUTO
PARTS
' er

From T e Po t Off, e'

\ hen I was a treshman, Bonh1
was a huge, empty, and very
lonely building, and now that I'm
a enior, 1t'<, more like a '>econd
home with many memorie . And
having participated in athletic
ha\e aver
and represented BH
special f ling toward my ~chool.
Graduation mean reaching a goal
that alway before eemed too tar
away to think about; yet it is sad,
becau e it means leaving twel\e
year oi preparation behind, with
deci ions to be maae and ne,
goal to be et; like tarting all
over.
Terry Col

MAGE BARBER
SHOP
Cute; for men and w m
b appomtm nt

58,-5988
204 E. Sam Rayburn Dr
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COMPLIMENTS
LONE STAR GAS

This school mean togetherne s
and closene among the student
and faculty; 1t means being able to
talk to a teacher or principal and
know they understand, whether
they can do omething about it or
not; it mean a wide choice of
course to take that will be fun a
well as good for the future; it
means a gr at athletic program,
who even though they may not
win the district championship,
you know th y gave 110 percent;
it means walking the hall and
hoping you don't get caught, it
mean
working hard for 45
minutes and going to the commons for the last 5 minutes; 1t
means an atmo phere you can not
find anywhere else.
Brent Adam
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FRO

IER PROPER

Cent r
583 872

a 1d H rnbree

•

s

0UNTB Y
GROCE RY STORE
S83 4224

1121

. C nt r

SE
41
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A DA'
LACE

DUKE
~~AND
AYERS

~

p

MEADE
INSURA

583-2231
308 North Center

Manager-David Cole
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MY-LADYE
BEAUTY ......LON

252

LEAT HERW OOD' S
MEN 'S WEAR
403

ABLECOM
OF
BONHAM

Orth Main
Banh

508 . ain
583-2088

581 2815

Y ur b tter

QU LITY

LOfHI

G

ent rtainment
conne lion

J.C PENN EY

co.

1202
"The

,endl)

tore''

. C nter

Bus. Phone

58,-91,1
Res. Phone

583-8366
Bob Eaton
g nt
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BHS means a lot to me. It give me
many opportunitie to make my
future better. It is a fair chool as
far a the rule , regulations and requirement go There are a lot of
opportun1t1es here and all the tudent ha to do 1s take advantage of
them. You be fair and BH will be
fair to you.
Judy Campbell

A-OK MOTEL

Convenient Res
Direct dial telep

one-583 -2154

254

Corporal ion

WAREHOtJSE SALES

7111
110 E am
Rayburn Dr

214-58

Bonham, r exa

R J. VandyGriff

100 E.• am
Ra burn
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Graduation mean fini hing
twelve years of hard work, making
friend and tarting a new life.
Johnny tephens
Graduation means moving on to
the better part of I ife and becoming your own elf in the world
Tina Miller

INDOM
or

583 28 1
u

an Bank On

FDIC

256

th Main

~21
To $5.00 Stor "

BHS means four years of my life
where I have worked, studied and
goofed off. It's been a place to
learn, but at the same time have
fun
Jerrie Brians
Graduation mean taking on all
the re ponsibility of being a
grown man.
aking a living for
myself.
John Harvey
BH~A place to get an education.
Also a place to see all my friends.
Ronnie White

y
MODERNS
418
Center
Bonham
583-5850

Pictured i Jeff Morgan
1ckie Williams-Owner

BONHAM LUMBER

COMPANY

LON

€00PER-S
Fl!JNERAL HO ---·

a
258

BANK

mb r F IC

Blacklands
Production
Credit
Association

WENS BUILDING
ATERIAL: MART
583-8 05
520

Jimmy
Ka

ewhouse
Adam

v.

Center-Bonham

Quality Lumber
Building Material
thing tor your buil mg need
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COMPLIMENT

OF

A r;RIEND

Caudle & McGuire Inc.
Farm & Ranch Center
Hwy. 78 North
Phone: 583-8556

C&M Liquid Fertilizer
Custom Work
Liquid f;eed

260

l?A

PIGGLY WIGGLY
GROCERY & MARKET
ross from
the
ayburn
Home''
83-2831

What doe BH m an to me?
place to learn your basics, maybe
a trade, and try and have a good
time with your friend .
Lee Johnston

SMITH-MOORE
WILLIAMS CO.

I have to go somewhere, thi is a
good a any You ju t have to
make the be t of what you have.
Deb Holland

GRO ERIE
PORTI

583

261

BONHAM SAVINGS AND LOAN
621

58 5511
E

Support Bonh1

BONHAM
TAXI
Ai r Cond1t1oned Cab
Court ou
Lowest F r

EA T IDE
OF IHE

Phon . 583- I

SQUARE

Open 5 A

583 -3523
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BONHAM QFFICE
SUPPL Y

NELL'
FABRIC

8 J-205

78 or higher

2. Have e u1pment che ked seasonally by
quallfi serv1
an
3. Check I r eve 30 ays Cle or
replac w n dirty.
4. Keep furniture , dr enes away from air
outlets and returns . Clean grills often .
5. Close draperies and blinds to keep out
sunlight.
6. Keep fireplace damper closed.
7. Proper home insulation keeps heat out,
cuts energy use.
8 Weatherstrip doors and windows. Caulk
cracks.
9. Keep windows closed . Open outside
doors a little as possible.

10. Buy uni
ratio "
for it
into "
11. Place u 1
as possible.
12. Aim air outlet
next room to
room to enter
rec1rculat1on .
If you would like
conserving elect
Service Repres

fE

JAE HICKORY BAR-B-

W. T.

MAY
PHARMACY
Private Ou

FM Hwy. 898 orth
Route '2, Bo 40

521

orth
Center

583-3157
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RED RIVER TRACTOR
On Our lo Toda y ...
On Y ur Farm T morro w.
See us abou t imme diate
delive ry on these John Deere
mach ines
583 2

Hwy. 82 East

e.

k
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cares ,
f ·• in the prices!

Walma

CARTER CHEV. and BUICK
301 Chesnut ~ ~ ~
583-2171
U DC

S

Need a new car or truck?
Drive by Charles Carter Chevrolet
and make a great deal!
267

EN FORD-MERCURY

Bonham High chool is a fairly
principle high school (which 1s a
good school) . The teachers are all
fine. There are ome things that
could tand to be looked at, yet
problems face any school. I feel
that in the time I have been here,
there ha be n a lot oi improvements . As for the student body, I
feel that the tudents are very
close. Everyone knows everyone
else, which creates a good learning atmospher .
Bobby Campbell
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BONHA
PORTS
CENTER
58 {-8402

fic,als Eqpt
Ath et1c S ppl1e
fror re
BH is a great place of learning,
sharing, and caring It has ome
beautiful people m it It means
four vears of m l1ie. It is something to be thankful' tor.
I i~ Dunlap

JAN HILGER
DAVID SPI OLE
JIM KNICKERBOCKER

PRINTERS, INC.
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(214) '> 8

1607

. Cente r t
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Bonham
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The year Came to a close ...
W e had had
our pep rallie ,

Our Fannin ounty
Fair ,

And our Friday night
Victory Dances!

Our ba nd had
given u mu ic,

Twerp week
had given u
fun ...

nd now, the
empty locker
beginning to
memorie are

clo mg of the year had given u
; an ending to one life and
another . The e are the thing
made of.

Tomagene Snea dSponsor, Teacher, But
Best of All, Frien d
The 1979 Cou hatta taff ay "Thank you, t ."
ditor
Lori Holman
i tant ditor
Johnny Hubbert
Head photograp her
Donna Blevin
i tant photograp her
Gary mithLiz Lane Copy writer
Jim Knickerbo cker Copy writer
Melanie aldwell Copy writer
Juan ewell- Copy writer
Karen Moody- Copy writer

Two year ago ome lady by the name of Tomagene
nead agreed to become pon or of thi yearbook taff.
Whether he was ab olutely crazy or ju t didn't quite
know what she wa getting into i till an unan wered
que tion But he jumped in feet fir t and took hold.
he fa t became not JU t a fanta tic pon or, but a great
friend a well. T wa able to teach each of u many
valuable le ons simply through her daily way of life.
On day when things ju t weren't going right, he made
u ee the bright ide. And no matter how hard we would
try to tay mad at her for jumping on us about a
deadline, we couldn't. I gue it boils down to this WE
LOVE YO ,T . You made the book work. Thank .
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